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By Rail and By Road 
Nevada Landscapes in Women's 

Transcontinental Travelogues, 1873-1920 

PETER Kopp -

Beatrice Larned Massey's transcontinental automobile trip of 1919 went less 
smoothly than plalu1ed. The title of her published travelogue, It Might Have Been 
Worse (1920), hints at her dissatisfaction, though it is well into the text before 
she unleashes the crux of complaint: The abon1inable condition of western 
roads. After traversing fairly benign terrain in the East and Mid west! Massey 
was ill at ease upon reaching the Utah-Nevada border. A perceptive passenger 
while her husband drove, she noted! IIWe did not look forward with an atom 
of pleasure to this part of the trip .... We dreaded it. It simply had to be done." 1 

But the Masseys decided otherwise. In the SInal] town of Montello, Nevada! 
they abandoned their road-trip plans and paid $196.69 to load their Packard 
and thelnsc1ves onto a train headed for California.2 

The Masseys' decision to forego Nevada!s interior by road offers a relninder 
that despite the establishment of the Lincoln Highway in 1 913-the first trans
continental highway in the United States- automobile tourism remained a 
highly challenging proposition in the Far West.] he topography and climate 
of the Great Basin created physical and mental tests of endurance for travelers, 
as well as tests of technological endurance for their automobiles. Those first 
auto trips across the Silver State could take several weeks because of inclement 
conditions, and, given that, nearly all travelers agreed that the Sierra Nevada 

Peter Kopp is a doctoral student of environmental and public history at the Universi
ty of Nevada, Reno. His research and writing focuses on the Alnerican West tourism, 
and agriculhlre. 
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The Lincoln Highway, ca. 1920. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society) 

on the California border was an appealing sight. Yet this notion was not new 
for auto tourists. For the previous half century, overland pioneers and railroad 
travelers had relnarked on how Nevada landscapes acted as testing grounds 
before lhore rewarding territory was reached. Elnigrants vie'wed the Great 
Basin as an inevitable obstacle on their way to new homes in San Francisco or 
the Central Valley/ and the Sierra Nevada signaled that these places were near. 
Following generations of tourists agreed/ but conveyed different Ineanings in 
their writings.4 

Massey's it Might Have Been Worse did not just bridge the two earliest tech
nological periods of transcontinental tourism. The work also contributed to a 
unique body of travel literature written by adventuresonle WOlnen from the 
East Coast and Great Britain who wanted to understartd variations in life and 
landscape across the United States~··· particularly in the Far West. Although they 
arri.ved in the region from a variety of regional backgrounds, traveled in different 
technological eras/ and brought different intentions to both their journeys and 
their writings/ they shared tnany irnportant qualities. Nearly all were In.iddle or 
upper class/ white, and educated. While not all were professional writers, their 
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narratives hOll1ed in on unique characteristics of place, and they were intent 
to inspire other would-be travelers through their publications. For all of their 
intrepidness in engaging in new and surprising public spaces, though, aln10st 
all were steeped in Victorian era values of proper conduct and attentiveness 
to the domestic sphere. 

In recent years, scholars have used women's travelogues to explain a range 
of historical topics- with much scholarship centered on how different rnodes 
of transportation acted as testing grounds for national and individual identi
ties. Al11y Richter has argued that Gilded Age railroad travel contributed to 
the breakdown of gender roles in the United States as PUlll11an cars offered 
places of "public don1esticjty." She writes that, because railroad cars were 
"neither as private as a horne, nor as socially unruly as a public street,",') they 
provided a borderland between Victorian era values and those el11erging for 
the twentieth-century "new WOlnan." Karen M. Morin has suggested that Brit
ish WOlnen engaged in railroad travel for sirni]ar reasons, but at the sanle tin1e 
used the travel to reinforce imperialistic and racist views. WOl11en expressed 
Significant interest in their travelogues in saving "their downtrodden Native 
American sisters/'6 arnong others of nonwllite races and those of lower classes 
in the Arnerican West. Morin's suggestion that 111any of these British travelers 
viewed therTI.sclves as "heroic" women of benevolent en1pires is likely applicable 
to Alnericans as well. 

As for the auto111obile, Anne Farrar Hyde and Kris Lackey have explained 
how road narratives differed greatly from those about railroads because wTiters 
conveyed new senses of freedonl that only the unrestrained open road could 
offer. Unlike the public domesticity of a Pullnlan cal~ the road trip offered much 
less in regard to the private sphere-and this could also play an important role 
in breaking down traditional values. But, as Virginia Scharff has illustrated, au
t0l110bile cu Iture was still extrelne]y 111ale-doI11inated, and that often restrained 
women fron1 venturing further from. Victorian values-- a therne discussed in 
l110re detail later in this essay. A comrnon crossover for all of this scholarship, on 
both rail and road/ is also the emphasis on the exclusion of African Americans 
and other nonwhites fro1TI an unrestrained experience of travel culture. For 
blacks in particulal~ as Lackey has best explained, tourisnl could be a threaten
ing undertaking because of racist encounters across the country? 

Generally overlooked in the scholarship related to women's travelogues such 
as Massey's has been the specific notion of landscape. M·orin's work on British 
women is one of the few that broaches the theme. By enlphasizing the spatial 
and tenlporal interplay between won1en tourists and Native Americans in the 
West, she argues that the make-up of Arnerican landscapes helped support 
imperialistic views. Furthel~ she notes, "Train transportation itself was key to 
how travelers represented western Native peoples, because it ·was on the trains 
or at the depots along the railroad routes that travelers and Native Arnericans 
most often encountered one another."B Captured in this description are three 
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elen1ents that landscape theorists emphasize in breaking down Ineaning in place: 
cultural, physical, and experiential.9 Another way of thinking about this follows 
the geographer Stephen Mills's suggestion that landscape "iInpJies an active, 
two-way engagement between people and their surroundings,"Hl entailing 
cultural (human~centered) and physical (nonhuman-centered) parts of place. 
To be sure, the three qualities of landscape are inherently intertwined. But it is 
not impossible to dissect layered meanings. 

While not always obvious in the intent of narratives like Massey's, women 
tourists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were keen I.y aware 
of the layered meanings of landscape they encountered. And this was reflected in 
their wTiting. Nevada provides an excellent opportunity for understanding ll1ul
tidiniensional meanings of landscape as conveyed through won1en's travelogues. 
Though its tourist boom did not occur until later in the twentieth century, the state 
played an in1portant role during the early eras of the cross-country rail trip and 
the road trip. The transcontinental railroad had spanned the region by the 1870s 
and, by the 1910s, several hundred miles of present-day Highway 50 constituted 
a link from California to the rest of the country on the Lincoln Highway. It was 
also an expansive and dralnatic region that-because of its itnmense distance 
and rugged character- played substantial roles in their narratives. 

This essay explores the work of six women who traveled through the Far 
West and published travelogues based on their experiences froIn 1873 to 1920. A 
specific exan1ination of those who traveled across eastern and northern Nevada, 
through Reno, and the Sierra Nevada near Lake Tahoe provides continuity in the 
places the WOlnen encountered. By rail and by road, women travelers of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries expressed different Ineanings of their 
passages through the Silver State. The recorded differences and similarities shed 
light not only on concepts of jrnperialism and related radstn or gender roles and 
notions of don1esticity, but also on how travelers created different Ineanings of 
Nevada landscapes- -related to the physical, cultural, and experiential- as an 
endurance testing ground in the infancy of the state's tou.rist identity.ll 

N EVADA BY RAIL: GRACE Gl{EENWOOD, ISABELLA BU{D, MRS. FRANK LESLlE 

For Inost of its early historYt Nevada was viewed by transcontinental travelers 
as a place to pass through, not to linger. The statel and preceding territory, was 
often characterized as /I discordant" to the rest of the cross-country travel experi
ence because of its expansive desert and seelningly uninhabitable lands. 12 Lake 
Tahoe had been a tourist attraction since the opening of the Comstock in 1859, 
bu t, for the most part, tourists ignored the rest of the state. After the c01l1pletion 
of th.e transcontinental railroad in 1869-just five years after Nevada achieved 
statehood- there were indications of a change in perception. The serendipity 
of being connected to the rest of the nation via railroad, the historian Wilbur 
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Shepperson has noted, allowed the state to become "soll1ething of a magnet and 
destination in its own right. If 13 Forced to traverse the entirety of Nevada, cross
country railroad travelers experienced the physical and cultural landscapes of 
the basin-and-range desert, the Truckee Meadows, and the Sierra Nevada. Lake 
Tahoe and Virginia City ultiTn.ately emerged as points of interest in 111agazines 
such as the New York nl-ustrated rirnes and Harper's Weekly in the 1870s. Other 
writings by Mark Twain and Horace Greeley highlighted increasing national 
curiosity about other parts of Nevada.14 

Despite positive recognition for Nevada in the closing decades of the nine
teenth century, TllOst transcontinental women tourists who passed through 
the state on rail did not share a sense of excitelnent. With general Victorian 
values of self-restraint and orderliness, they perceived the physical landscape 
of Nevada as wild and hostile- a far cry frOln the civilized East or the Eden 
of California that was their final destination. Most won1en tourists regarded 
the cultural aspects sin1ilarly, as they lnostly saw Nevada towns as desolate 

Native Arnerican men at the Central Pacific Railroad station yard, Reno, Nevada, 
1868. Photographer Alfred A. Hart. (Nevada Historical Society) 
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or uncivilized and burdened by Native Americans, Chinese, and transient 
Jniners- all of wholn they generally cast as dirty, backward, and ungodly. 
These itl1pressions weighed so heavily on these W0111en travelers' minds that! 
except for occasionallnentions of the grandeur of Nevada's mountain ranges 
or respectable amenities in Reno, they largely focused their travelogues on the 
state's cultural make-up. On the California border! though, were saving graces 
for what they saw as an inhospitable land: The Sierra Nevada and Lake Tahoe 
provided unbridled inspiration and beauty for the tourist. Juxtaposed against 
the wild deserts and inhabitants of Nevada, Lake Tahoe turned out to be the 
highlight of many women's journeys and was c0111tl1emorated as such in the 
pages of their writings. 

In 1871 and 1872, the celebrated au thor Grace Greenwood doclllncnted her 
travels on the transcontinental railroad. She published her account soon after 
as New Life in New Lands: Notes (~f Travel (1873). Already established as a jour
nalist, children's lllagazine publishel~ international travel writer, and lecturel~ 
Greenwood maintained credibility in expressing new experiences, and knew 
her audience looked to her for a wide range of information. Readers also char
acterized her writing as infectious. As one newspaper of 1874 raved, "[HJer 
sarCaS111, generally good-hun10red, always high-toned never offends the lnost 
sensitive or fastidious, and like a steady shining light, she has been ever reliable, 
while others! more brilliant! have wavered, flickered, and gone ou t." l'j Although 
in lnany ways Greenwood was tied to aspects of the cult of dOlnesticity, her 
adventure to the Far West ll1arked an opportunity to test gendered boundaries 
in the public sphere and relate her experiences to wide audiences. Despite her 
support for abolition and women's rights throughout her lifetilnc, though, her 
racist attitudes toward the region are of particular interest. 1n 

With similar intentions in 1873, the British writer Isabel1a Bird traveled on 
the newly finished transcontinental railroad. Originally elnbracing travel to aid 
her health! she had already toured Europe and Asia (a1110ng other areas) and 
elllE.rged as the pnnninent voice of Englishwolllen's travel literature. Besidcs 
an elegant and vibrant style, her nlost distinctive feature was her propensity 
to travel without cotl1panionship, seeking to invoke meaning away fnJJ11 her 
husband! on her own terms. Still, in A Lady's Life in. the Rocky Mountairls (1879)/ 
one of her most highly regarded works! she confronted lnany of the sarne gen
dered stereotypes as Greenwood while also engaging in imperialistic and racist 
descriptions of Nevada. With less sarCaS111 than Greenwood, Bird claimed to 
have crafted an "objective" point of view of culture and nature- and indeed, 
her writing persona was accepted as lnore serious than Greenwood's. In reality, 
the descriptions were silnilar. Taken together they are renlc.ukable not only in 
what they saw but in how they expressed the landscapes of the Silver State.l 7 

Recognizing their roles in large part as literary prolnoters of railroad tourism! 
both Greenwood and Bird nlajntained vivid senses of thejr surroundings and 
experiences across the United States. Their writings reflected in great detail the 
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diversity of towns, agriculture, and rural scenery, and they generally portrayed 
the country in a positive light for their readers. Upon reaching Nevada- a state 
looked to with a certain scorn or indifference by most tourists during their 
lifetimes- both women seelned at first open to taking in the views. After cross
ing the border from Utah, for example, Greenwood suggested that "all along 
the valley of the HU111boldt there are pichlres of savage grandeur and quiet 
beauty which alternately rouse and rest one."1S To a large degree, Bird shared 
these sentiluents of interest in parts of the Nevada basin-and-range desert. 
But related comments were brief as both WOluen's discussions quickly turned 
disapprovingly to other aspects of the landscape in the western portion of the 
state. For these tourists, the experiences of culture so different fronllives in the 
East and Great Britain becarne pa.ralnount. 

Once in Reno, Carson City, and Virginia City, Greenwood did not shirk from 
suggesting that she would rather be in more "civilized country."19 While the 
character of the physkallandscape contributed to uneasy feelings for her and 
Bird, Greenwood focused more on the inhabitants in her writing. She recalled 
unsettling encounters with "greasy-looking Indians and squaws."20 She char
acterized theln as beggars and seelned to resent having to interact with thenl 
at all. Tn silnilar meetings wit11 Native Anlericans, Bird stated, "They were all 
hideous and filthy, and swanning with vennin. They were a nlost inlpressive 
incongruity in the midst of the tokens of an ol11nipotent civilization."21 It is 
interesting that these sentinlents also fit their feelings toward other aspects of 
Nevada culture: Both women directed insults at the "Heathen Chinee" and other 
peoples who populated the lnining towns. Although Bird was less explicit than 
Greenwood in her desire to once again fin.d civilization, both made it clear that 
Nevada was not a place they wanted to stay. 

Understanding the unbalanced aluount of attention to cultural eletnents in 
the narratives of Greenwood and Bird is complicated. The historian Anne Hyde 
has offered one possible explanation by suggesting tha.t because boredOln set in 
on the long transcontinental rides, 111any tourists looked for those things that 
would n1ake their journey more interesting. Thus, it luight be assulned that 
luany women's travelogues during this tllne period focused not on the "boring" 
or inhospitable desert, but in experiences with different people in those lands.22 

Karen Morin's argulnent that these types of adventures acted as imperialistic 
testing grounds, where filth and the improper hygiene of local residents did 
not 111esh with Victorian values, is also convincing. And it helps contextualize 
the racist attitudes from the WOlnen travelers.23 Another less-explored argu
Inent for the cultural awareness and raciSll1 lu.ight center on a general tone in 
both narratives that the desert and its inhabitants sinlply did not mesh with 
expectations of a proper tourist destination. 

If the qualities of Greenwood/s and Bird's encounters with Nevada during 
their railroad trips were ultimately degraded by unseelnly country, towns, and 
peoples, their regard for the Sierra Nevada and Lake Tahoe on the edge of the 
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"European Lady" and Native American woman, ca. 1900. Photographer unknown. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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state imnlediate1y effected a change of mood. 'Upon arriving at what turned out 
to be one of the niost nicmorable portions of her entire journey, an awestruck 
Greenwood noted, 1/1 have left n1yself no space fitly to describe the crowning 
pleasure of Illy little tour of Nevada~the visit to Lake Tahoe."24 Inspired, she 
abandoned the criticjsnl that had n1arked the previous pages of her book and 
proclaimed, "Tahoe is the lnos t beau ti fu 11 a ke I have ever beheld. It is an elnera 1 d 
on the brow of a 1l10Lultain. Marvelously clear and sparkling, it is surrounded 
by the most enchanting scenery .... SOl1le tilnc [ hope to be able to describe 
it.//25 Similarly/ Bird expressed reverence for Lake Tahoe, fondly comparing it 
to other regions of her world travels: 

I have found a dream of beauty at which one n1ight look all one's life and 
sigh. Not lovable, like the Sandwich Islands, but beautiful in its own way! 
A strictly North American beauty- snow-sp1otched n10untains/ huge 
pines, red-woods, sugar pines/ silver spruce, a crystalline atn1osphere, 
waves of the richest color and a pine-hung lake which l11irrors all beauty 
on its surface. Lake Tahoe is before me.26 
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Clearly/ at that point in their journeys, bothwOlnen were glad to be out of 
the Nevada desert and n1ining towns and face-to-face with one of the l1iOSt 
tTlagnificent landscapes of their tours. 

in addition to their regard for the physicaJ scenery, both Greenwood and Bird 
wrote briefly abou t aspects of the hunlan-built environment in their visits to Lake 
Tahoe- even though their inlpressions were quite different. On the one hand/ 
Greenwood referred to "an adlnirable hotel at the lake/ and a small steamer for 
pleasure-excursions, a channing drive along its shores/ and prilne fishing in its 
coot translucent waters."27 The indication here was that Lake Tahoe had already 
been discovered as a tourist destination. She also envisioned even 1110re of a 
future for itt thought when she suggested, "I think Lake Tahoe lnust yet beC01l1e 
a great pleasure resort. I have seen no l1iOre chanl1ing spot in alliny tours for 
a SU111111er'S rest and ra111bling."2H Her prediction caIne true as Lake Tahoe's 
popularity increased dranlatically in the following decades. It is curious, on 
the other hand, that Bird did not consider the tourist industries of Lake Tahoe. 
Rather, she focused on the qualities of industry. One passage in particular raises 
an intriguing discussion. Reflecting upon her serene visit/ she noted, "There 
is no sound but the distant and slightly lnusical ring of the IU1l1berer's axe."29 
But this is all she wrote- thus making the reader aware that logging occurred 
in the areal but 1naking no n1ention of the clear-cut landscape she must have 
encountered during the peak of the Tahoe basin's llunber industry.3D 

Many questions ren1ain about how Bird and Creenwood viewed and por
trayed the landscape of Lake Tahoe after encountering an inhospitable Nevada. 
How can we understand that both WOlnen, for the 1nost part/ only briefly 
mentioned qualities of the hlunan-bullt portions of the Lake Tahoe landscape/ 
whereas in other portions of Nevada their narratives were solely focused on 
dealjngs with people? Were they sinlply letting the scenery overshadow all 
of the displeasure that had built up in the rest of the state? Did travelers like 
Greenwood and Bird not see the significance in lnentioning these aspects of the 
landscape? Or/ because they saw their lnanuscripts as guidebooks for those who 
would follow/ did they generally leave out such details? These questions are 
nearly impossible to answer. One thing is certain, however: Although briefer 
sections within the travel narratives of both writers are cOll"lparable to later 
travelogues, the juxtaposition of dislike for 1110St of Nevada's lands and people 
and the reverence for the scenic Lake Tahoe contributed inlportant experiences 
in the landscapes of the West. 

A few years after Greenwood/s and Bird's trips, Mrs. Frank Leslie (Mirian1 
Florence Leslie), the wife of the pron1inent eastern newspaper publisher and an 
increasingly inlportant writel~ editor, and socialite, enlbarked on a sinlilar tour. 
Her work culnlinated in the travelogue Cal~fi:JYnia: A Pleasure Trip frcnn Gotharn to 
the Golden Gate (1877). While scholars have not recognized her literary contribu
tions as much as those of Greenwood or Bird/ she was extrelnely influential first 
as a travel writer and social c01n1nentatol~ and later as an astute businesswoman. 
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Newspapers across the country were attracted to her day-to-day activities, and 
one account froln 1884 captured her uniqueness in noting, 

Mrs. Frank Leslie is more widely known than many of that galaxy of 
brilliant WOll1en in America ... whose nanlCS are household words .... 
To rare literary ability Mrs. Leslie added unusual business capacity, and 
her husband found her advice no less valuable regarding the mechani
cal and business departments of his establishnlcnt than concerning the 
letter-press of his publications.:~l 

While Leslie later would use her abilities and social position to support the 
fell1inist movement she negotiated difficult realms of gender and class during 
the years of her railroad travelogue. Despite a sophisticated view of the world, 
Leslie was wrapped in Victorian values siInilar to those of Greenwood and Bird. 
But Leslie's expericnce and expression of them was different because of her class 
status and Juarriage to the influential and renowncd Frank Leslie. Her social 
status and celebrity influenced the topics and approach of her writing-often 
tailoring it to what her audience desired. Thus, when it caIne to her travels, she 
characterized what the historian Amy Richter has suggested is a lTIOre sheltered 
vicw fro111 the train. Accolupanying other upper-class individuals from New 
York, she encountered new landscapes in social terms. Focusing n10re on her 
il11111ediatc surroundings, and less aware of the world outside of the Pullman 
car, Leslle's sentln1ents were captured early in her travelogue when she noted, 
IISO the charnling little rcsidence in which we found ourselves shall be called a 
home/' cOll1plete with "bouquets, shawls, rugs, sofa-cushions."32 Highlighting 
the domestic sphere frOlTI the beginning, her narrativc would be different fr01TI 
Greenwood's and Bird's. These views would persist throughout her discussion 
of westward travet and into Nevada.:n 

At first, Leslie's discussion of the Silver State reselnbled those of Greenwood 
and Bird. Shifting her narrative fronl the range of interesting tourist opportuni~ 

ties in other parts of the country, she C0111nlcntcd on the inhospitablc scenery and 
people in Nevada. More so than the other two writers, though, Leslie put almost 
all of her efforts into describing problems of the culture. Upon entering thc state 
and making an early stop, she suggested of thc local Indians: "The 'braves,' if 
they wil1 excusc the sarcasm of so calling thelTI, were somewhat Jllorc repulsive 
than the wcnnen and children, being equally dirty and more dangerous; as, 
for instance, a sewer rat is more disagreeable than a young pig."34 This type of 
commentary persisted, as she ignored other characteristics of the landscape to 
focus on the differences frOll1 her own culture. While her narrative provcd a 
11 ttIe tnore favorable to Chinese workers than Greenwood's or Bird's, Leslie's 
lllood and commentary still reflected the inherent racism of her Victorian and 
imperialistic values. For example, in the western part of Nevada, she noted, 
"Now, too, we began to see the 'Heathen Chinee/ in numbers, and ill as their 
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Wadsworth, Nevada with Truckee River bridge in the background, ca. 1869. 
Photographer H. Bruce. (Nevada Historical Society) 

Paiute "Campoodie/' Virginia City, ca. 1890s. Photographer William Cann. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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odor may be to Caucasian nostrils, we must say that their cleanly, smooth, and 
cared-for appearaflce was very agreeable in contrast with the wild, unkempt 
and filthy red 111an."35 Unfortunately, by recognizing an abundance of cultural 
aspects, she ignored deeper descriptions of the physical qualities of the landscape. 
But, as Richter suggests, she also may have been revealing her values of domesticity 
and her insular view fn)lu the Pullman car. It also fits Morin's suggestion that the 
experiential aspect of the train brought tourists face-to-face with many poor Native 
Americans at the train stations. 

Before leaving Nevada, Leslie did comnlent briefly on the physical qualities of 
the landscape. Her description would have made any tOllrist think twice before 
embracing Mark Twain's or Horace Greeley's favorable perceptions of tourism in 
the state.~o First, Leslie suggested that Carson was a ''bare, comfortless, place,"37 like 
the rest of the towns in Nevada. Then she recalled: "There is a rise of 1,700 feet from 
Carson to Virginia City ... and the train winds heavily up between nl0W1.tain walls 
of dust-brown rock, whereon grows neither tree, slu"ub, herb, nor blade of grass, 
nothing with life or Inotion in it."38 Along with her discussions of the problems 
of culture, this sUlnmed up her view of Nevada as an inhospitable deselt. Upon 
reaching Virginia City, the last stop in the state, her conlments reflect an all-out de
sire to leave Nevada. She finally noted, liTo call a place dreary, desolate, hOlneless, 
lUlcolnfortable, and wicked is a good deal, but to call it Cod-forsaken is a good deal 
more, and in a tolerably large experience of this world's wonders, we never found 
a place better deserving the title than Virginia City."39 It appears that having toured 
the entirety of the state, she could not get to Califonlia soon enough. 

Despite her different interests and higher social dass those of Leslie focused on 
many aspects of the Nevada landscape similar to Greenwood and Bird, but her ex
perience ended in a slightly different manner. Unlike the women before her, Leslie 
did not make the standard side-joun-ley to Lake Tahoe.40 But this seems not to have 
mattered, as her enCOlulter with the rest of the Sierra Nevada left her awestruck, 
and her expressions of the landscape largely mirror Greenwoodl s and Birdl s after 
they left the uninviting deselt. In strikingly sinular fas1uon to those WOlnen travelers 
before her-despite not having encotmtered Lake Tahoe-Leslie cast the region as 
one of the Inost significant portions of her journey. She noted: ,IWithout attenlpting 
the in1possible, we siInply say to those of our friends to whonl the Alps are a bore, 
Appenines and Pyrenees a weariness, and the Andes a tiresome impossibility, do 
go and see the AJnerican Callon, Cape Horn, the Sierras, Donner Lake, Emigrc.mt 
Gap, Yuba River with its dam and all the rest of it.'/41 While Leslie's joun1ey ended 
less majestically than Greenwood's and Bird's with the splendor of Lake Tahoe, her 
encounter with the Sierra Nevada appears to have served a similar role in redeeming 
the qualities of the Nevada desert. 

The sutn of Greenwood's, Bird's, and Leslie's h"avelogues was a portrayal of the 
state's landscapes as a place of desolation that countered their Victorian values. 
Their heavy focus on encounters with Indians, Chinese, nlining communities, 
and seelningly lifeless deserts, undoubtedly caused their readers to reconsider 
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Twain! s or Greeley's fascination with Nevada. Many questions remain, though. 
Could the view fronl the Pull111an car have prevented deeper COlu1ections to the 
world outside? Did the shock of cultural encounters overshadow what could 
have been genuine experience of the physical landscape? Did the train quickly 
move through areas where they would have been able to Inake these observa
tions? While these questions remain largely unanswerable, these narratives 
reveal a general c1in1ate of understanding various qualities in the Nevada and 
Lake Tahoe landscapes. They also provide important markers with which to 
c01l1pare later accounts. 

NEVADA BY ROAD: ALlCE HURT .F.Y RAMSEY, 

EpPlE PRICE GLADDINC, BEATRICE LARNED MASSEY 

By no llleans did transcontinental railroad tourisnl end at the turn of the 
twentieth century. Howevel~ with the advent of the auton10bile in the 1890s 
and successful atten1pts to cross the country by the first decade of the twentieth 
century! a new Inode of travel and tourisn1 emerged that would slowly replace 
trips like those taken by Greenwood, Bird, and Leslie. Automobile travel also in
spired new conceptions of the landscape based on a more immediate experience 
of being closer to the ground and facing the tur1110il of driving and mechanical 
problen1s. As Kris Lackey characterized the differences! I'Railroad passengers, 
as nlany n10toring travelers pointed out, were ... bound by unwanted society, 
speed, and fixed routes! they were just too comfortable. They could not taste 
the weather or appreciate the rain, lnud, and rain-swollen rivers.!'42 Indeed, the 
mode of travel 'was different and provided different experiences! the kind that 
Lackey suggests were part of a Illarger revolt against Victorian institutions."43 
While the suggestion holds weight, the perspectives of travel from women 
auto tourists in the first two decades of the twentieth century both e111phasize 
and reject this point. 

In Taking the Wheel (1990)! Virginia Scharff explains that gender issues were 
central to the birth of the automobile era. FrOln the 1890s onward a "cult" of 
men dOlllinated driving and 111echanics; they also played the role of chauf
fetus for Wlnnen auto1110bilists. Furthennore, demonstrating a significant tie 
to Victorian principles, lnen gcneral1y encouraged women not to drive or ride 
in conl bustion engines, reasoning that they were too hard to crank start or too 
dirty for riding. If women engaged in autolnobile travel, some men argued, 
they should only use the more felninine electric car, which was easier to start 
and provided a cleaner experience. Although Inany WOlnen accepted these 
arguments in the first two decades of the twentieth century, others fought 
them. As a result, a ll1uch more varied type of W01l1an and tourist emerged at 
the dawn of the auto-tourist era. Some were thrill seekers, either lnaking bets 
or entering races sponsored by autol11obile con1panies and clubs to test their 
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driving and mechanical abilities. Others denied the need for speed or to prove 
gender equality and Si111ply rode with their husbands or families with a desire 
to see parts of the country through a new mode of transportation. Wha tever 
their motivations/ interesting perspectives of landscape emerged.44 

As in transcontinental railroad tourism/ Nevada played an ilnportant role in 
transcontinental autornobile travel, and can be used to gauge changing views 
of landscape. To be sure/ lnany physical and cultural changes occurred in the 
state during the rise of the autolnobile era that earlier tourists had neither per
ceived nor experienced. The decline of the COlnstock and associated n1arkets 
in lun1ber and agriculture altered the physical make-up of the landscape; and, 
with these industries having declined/ Nevada had beconle significantly less 
populated by the turn of the century. There were also changes in the landscape 
related to national trends such as road-building itself and electrification-even 
if these teclu1010gical improvelnents did not reach the region as quickly as 
others. Despite all these changes/ many observations of the Nevada landscape 
remained siInilar to those of railroad tourists, as the desert was still portrayed in 
varying degrees as a wasteland and the nlajestic Lake Tahoe and Sierra Nevada 
remained highlights for transcontinental travelers. 

[n 1909, Alice Huyler Ramsey becalne the first WOlnan to drive across the 
United States. A natural adventurer/ driver/ and lnechanic, Ralllsey seen1ed an 
ideal candidate to ll1ake such a journey. At least, the Maxwell-Briscoe C0111pany 
thought so, and sponsored the trip as a means to publicize its autol11obiles. 
Without her husband and accompanied only by three other won1el1, Ramsey 
engaged in a feat unlike that of any other woman to that thne- driving the entire 
distance herself and acting as her own lnechanic. Half a century later, in Veil, 
Duster/ and Tire Iron/ Ralnsey recalled her trip from New York to San Francisco 
at the dawn of the autolnobile era.4S Unlike l11any other drivers who engaged 
in similar journeys in the early decades of the twentieth century/ she was not 
looking to break any speed records. In fact, she n'lade sure to note early in her 
narrative/ "I was brought up not to race an engine and could never tolerate it 
running madly above the required revolutions.'/46 This attitude was clear as 
Ramsey's journey took several weeks to cOll1plete. But avoiding high speeds 
also allowed her to lnake detailed observations along the way.47 

Ramsey/s narrative immediately revealed differences in ul~derstanding of 
the landscape fr0111 those of the railroad tourists who traveled the country 
before her. First, with the physical landscape changing, cultural relations and 
perceptions also differed over the forty years that had passed fr0111 the peak of 
the railroad era- particularly in what we recognize today as racist and biased 
language. Most important/ the experiential aspect of landscape differed funda
lnentally between the Pullman car and its riders and the Maxwell and other first 
generation autOlnobiles driven by Ratnsey and her successors. Focllsed on road 
and weather conditions, Ralnsey revealed a Inore immediate idea of landscape 
in her writing. It is interesting that she considered this issue throughout her 
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A photo frOln the Ranlsey scrapbook of Beatrice Lan1ed Massey and her lnachine stuck in 
the lnud. Photographer unknown. (Archives and Special Collections, Vassar College Library) 

book, noting that she wished she had had more of an opportunity to take in 
the scenery I which was lin1ited because she was driving and dealing with the 
problen1s of the car and the road. 

Because her observations largely dealt with drivlng, Ranlsey reflects her 
inlpressions of landscape through her encounters with different roads across 
the country. It is not surprising that the journey fron1 New York to the Midwest 
went pretty smoothly-these were, after alt larger popu lation centers and 
the first areas to concentrate on adequate road infrastructure. Headed farther 
west, she ran into some rough spots in Iowa and Nebraska caused by incleln
ent weather, but her relniniscence discussed no issues that were too difficu] t to 
overCOlne. As she and her c0l11panions continued, they realized that the roads 
would be 111uch different in the Far West. Nevada held a bad reputation during 
this period, and III any warned her of problenls in the desert. Upon arriving in 
Salt Lake City, Ranlsey noted, "We would have the Maxwell gone over and 
put in shape for what nlight be the hardest part of our journey."48 fn fear of 
the expansive Nevada desert, she later even adnlitted, "We left Salt Lake City 
reluctantly."19 As this was the central path for cross-country tourists, she 111Ust 
not have felt that she had Inuch of a choice. 

For various reasons, Nevada played a prolninent role in Ranlsey/s journey 
and nlelnory. Fronl conversations with westerners, she knew that the basin-and-
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range topography would provide challenges and the road conditions were not 
up to the standards of other parts of the country. True to these warnings, Ramsey 
and her cornpanions ended up delayed at several points in Nevada, stuck in 
extensive patches of Inw .. i or waiting for parts and repairs to her auto111obile after 
poor road conditions wreaked havoc on the Maxwell. Consequently, Ralnsey 
spent a significant alllount of thne in her travelogue explaining the problems 
she faced and doculnented little of the landscape l s broader physical or cultural 
characteristics. She did note, howevel~ liThe state of Nevada is almost completely 
nlade up of north-south mountain ranges partitioned fron1 each other by long 
narrow valleys in which there is little population and less vegetation; the roads 
were ll1ere trails and difficult to follow.// 50 While the encounters of Ramsey and 
her cOlnpanions with Native Americans and Chinese were sin1ilar to those of 
the railroad tourists, she used no racist language and her C0111111ents were gen
erally unin1pressionable. That values regarding race had changed between the 
1870s and early 1900s is doubtful. The lack of commentary related to Native 
Alnericans and Chinese n1ay suggest more adv,-u1ced thinking on Ramsey's part 
or perhaps the itnpact of the years that passed between the experience and her 
reminiscence of it; or it n1ay be that it sin1ply was less in1portant to Ran1sey as 
she dealt with rural roads and ranches rather than the train depots in which she 
would have had the experiences described by Greenwood, Bird, and Leslie. 

If nothing else, Nevada proved a testing ground for Ran1sey and her C0111-
panions- just as it had for n1any of the railroad travelers before then1 and the 
even earlier overland pioneers. Having Inet the Inost difficulties on Nevada's 
roads during their cross-country journey, they did not restrain their excitenlent 
at having reached the western portion of the state. U·pon seeing the lights of 
Sparks in the distance one evening, Ran1sey proclairned, "I think 1 shall never 
forget the surprise of that vista bursting upon us in the darkness . . .. Right off 
the dark and barren desert, this ahnost bowled us over. It was situated only a 
couple miles from Reno .... Surprise! Surprise! Suddenly we had returned to 
civilization!"!)] Clearly reacting differently fron1 the railroad travelers who called 
this region uncivilized, Ran1sey and her c0l11panions were sin1ply overjoyed to 
be nearing the end of the desert. 

Once Ranlsey's group reached northwestern Nevada, the cOlnparison of her 
experience to those of Greenwood, Bird, and Leslie is quite remarkable. This 
landscape had significantly changed between the Comstock era and the first 
decade of the twentieth century. Thus, while Ramsey and her companions did 
pass through Carson and Virginia City, it was not the same area that had existed 
a generation prior. Cognizant of this reality, she noted, liThe rich production 
of the COlnstock Lode had furnished much of the wherewithal for this fast, 
extravagant fonn of existence, remnants of which n1ight still be seen, especially 
in the ... ghost town, Virginia City."52 Again, a different physical and cultural 
landscape led to a different experiential landscape. Ral11sey had no opportunity 
to evaluate the Sal11e scenic qualities that had iI~fluenced previous tourists. 
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Her next stop 'would prove a far Inore profound experience. After leaving 
Virginia City and heading back on the route to San Francisco, Rmnsey encoun-

- -

tered the natural spectacle that even she could not ignore in other ways that 
she had as the driver. Her depictions of Lake Tahoe reveal that it might have 
been the 1110St moving landscape in her journey. She noted of the scenery as 
she looked from the Maxwell: 

Majestic sugar pines, Douglas firs and redwoods lined our road on 
both sides. What a land! What 1110untains! What blue skies and clear, 
sparkling water! Our hearts leapt within us. None of us had ever seen 
the like~and we loved it. We ahnost chirped as we exclain1ed over the 
grandeur that surrounded us on all sides.53 

That Ramsey shared the ron1antic senses of amazelnent and inspiration upon 
reaching Lake Tahoe of her railroad tourist predecessors is unsurprising. More 
than the ci vilization of Reno and Sparks, Lake Tahoe provided a fine capping 
point following her difficult trip through Nevada. This COIUlection between 
the trials of the desert and the elnbraces of Lake Tahoe and the Sierra Nevada 
landscape reveals an important and pervasive historical link. 

Ralnsey's narrative is an excellent exatnple of the changing mode of society, 
econolny, technolog~ and related perceptions of the landscape as reflected through 
encounters at the dawn of the automobile era. But even her journey marked a 
point of change in history. By the early 1910s, the "See Alnerica First" movement 
pushed for better roads across the country. Mirroring the COlulection of the 'Union 
Pacific and Central Pacific in 1869, this reality caused significant change in Ne
vada. This time it was the Lincoln Highway that helped instigate new tourism 
in the state. Wilbur Shepperson described this change along with other historical 
phenomena when he noted, "About fifty transcontinental tourists passed tlu·ough 
Reno in 1914 .... By 1915, World War I had diverted eastern tourists fr0111 Europe 
to California, and some five thousaJld autos crossed central Nevada that year." S4 

These changes inspired new tourist amenities and offered even more substantially 
different landscape experiences than had the railroad. 

In 1914, Effie Gladding accolnpanied her husband on a transcontinental 
autolnobile journey. A privileged easterner who had traveled in other parts of 
the world by autolnobile prior to her United States trip, she spent much of her 
narrative engaged in comparative physical and cultural observations with her 
home back east. But, in these comparisons~un1ike the railroad travelers who 
did not engage with the world outside the Pullrnan car, or even Ramsey, who 
drove the length of the country and performed as her own mechanic- Gladding 
spent a great deal of tilne considering the broader meanings of the landscapes 
she traversed. Her ability to do so partly resulted from her position as a full-time 
passenger. It also related to her agenda of publicizing the state of autolnobile 
tourisln and culture across the country. Because of these conditions, Gladding 
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Lake ahoe, ca. -19-15. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society) 

rarely focused on the negative aspects of her journey. Even in the expansive 
Nevada desert/ which Inaintained its share of difficulties, Gladding focused on 
understanding and explaining its uniqueness.55 

Headed from San Francisco to New York, Gladding took a trip inl111ediately 
different fronl Ralnsey/s and most railroad journeys because the prizes of the 
Nevada experience- Lake Tahoe and the Sierra Nevada-were the first substan
tiallandnlarks she encountered in the state. After an extensive journey around 
other regions of California/ Gladding and her husband connected to the Lincoln 
Highway near Redding and quickly approached the landscapes of which previ
ous WOlnen tourists had written so fondly. Headed east past Placerville into the 
Sierra Nevada, Gladding captured her perception of traveling conditions and 
regional nature. She noted, "The road was in excellent condition and ran on 
through the forest for rniIes, flanked by sugar pines, cedars, first balsaIns, and 
yellow pines .... The white lilac was blooming at the roadside.//56 Compared 
to previous accounts/ Gladding's description of the physical landscape was 
substantially richer and set the tone for further discussion. 
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Downtown Reno, Nevada, ca; 1906. Photographer unknown. (Nevada Historical Society) 

Because she recognized that her journey was a travel guide for her readers and 
not just a personal adventure of pron1otion, Gladding sought to be as expr(2S
sive about landscapcs as possible. Therefore, her narrative provided the lnost 
illluninating relationships to landscape of the authors explored in this essay. But 
part of her discussion also reflected a civil and nonexcitable tone in which she 
sought to be infonnative and helpful for the reader rather than getting carried 
away. Thus, upon reaching Lake Tahoe- the lnost memorable landscape for 
lnany previous transcontinental travelers- she avoided excessive commentary 
of praise and wondennent. Unlike tourists such as Greenwood and Bird upon 
their first impressions, Gladding simply related her experience as she headed 
up the pass: "We saw the exquisite green of these watery n1cadows and the 
lovely clumps of pines growing here and there in the valley. Beyond stretched 
the great lake surrounded by lofty 111ountains- a glorious view."57 If she was 
as inlprcsscd or inspired by the scenery as were other travelers/ she certainly 
did not express it in her prose. 

Gladding avoided vast descriptions and stories of inspiration with various 
scenic landscapes. Instead, she focused on road conditions, the lnanner in which 
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the innkeepers treated their patrons, and opportunities to engage in recreation. 
For example, upon arriving at the Tallac Hotel, finding no open rooms, and 
settling for the Al Tahoe instead, she noted: 

Fronl AI Tahoe one can tnake many excursions on foot or by boat. As 
there was still snow on the road we did not undertake the motor drive 
fro In Al Tahoe to Tahoe Tavern and Donner Lake. We did drive the nine 
or ten miles of lnountain road to Fallen Leaf Lake, which is a nl0st ex
quisite mountain lake right under the shadow of Mt. Tallac. The trails 
fr0111 the hotel at Fallen Leaf Lake are very numerous and attract lnany 
enthusiastic mountain clilnbers.58 

Tn these details of her observations it bec(Hnes dear that Gladding's expres
sjon of her experience of physical and cultural places was specifically a tourist 
landscape- not a r0111antic one. 

Having left the Tahoe basin heading east, Gladding noticed drastic changes in 
the physical landscape. She noted, "After leaving the lake we came into a rather 
desolate rnountain region where the whole character of the country changed ... 
it was s0111ewhat dreary and forbidding after the rich forest foliage that we had 
just left."59 But unlike previous tourists who looked to the rest of Nevada with 
hesitancy and fear, Gladding accepted that it was part of her journey. Fulfilling 
her role as an early-twentieth-century travel guide, she offered the state its finest 
reviews. Following a tour of Reno, including its neighborhoods, university, and 
river walk, she referred to it as a ,I pleasant town" 60 and even suggested, "I was 
sorry to come away froln Reno.llo] As with Ramsey, these C0t11t11ents diverge 
decisively from the narratives of Greenwood, Bird, and Leslie, but the physical 
and cultural landscape of Reno and surrounding areas had changed signifi
cantly since the decline of the COlnstock. The town had become a corntnercial 
center, and, where this portion of Nevada had been referred to as uncivilized, 
Gladding'S (and Ra111sey/s) comments suggest that the town had undergone 
historic transforn1ations. 

Following her adventures in northwestenl Nevada, Gladding and her husband 
engaged in quite a different landscape fronl that described by the railroad h"avel
ers and even by Rat11sey. Taking thne to lUlderstand the surrotmdings and capture 
thenl in her narrative for her readersl she included a lengthy discussion of the drive 
froln Reno to the other edge of the state. In the process she toured the Lahontan 
Reservoir, conunented on sightings of wildlife, and visited several ranches. Despite 
some difficulties in the rough terrain- though far less tralunatic ones than what beset 
Ran1sey and her companions- Cladding ultimately treated the desert in a thought
ful 111anner. She noted, "The land about us is dreary and desolate and yet it has its 
own charnl."62 Then, haVing purposefully taken time to engage and understand the 
landscape and the people who inhabited it, she reflected on its meaning: 
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I can cOll1pletely understand how the desert casts its spell over cattlen1.en 
and sheeplnen so that they love it and its freedoln and are continually 
drawn to it. The mystery and glory of the desert plains have their devo~ 

tees just as the ll1ystery and glory of the great city have their worshipers 
who never wish to be far horn its lights.63 

These types of reflections were nonexistent in previous narrati ves. Gladding's 
perception of landscape and its Ineaning beyond her in1n1ediate experience in 
the autolnobile tour was profound. 

As such discerning perceptions suggest, Cladding generally portrayed her 
encounter with the Nevada landscape positively. As noted, this lnay have 
had to do with her ability to see the road as a passenger, encounter it after the 
Comstock era, or have fewer road problenls. But n10re than anything, she was 
open to new experiences and wanted to convey deeper senses of place than had 
been 'written previously. 'While Cladding was generally accepting of Nevada's 
landscapes frOln the autolnobile, she may have been an anont.aly. Other trans
continental tourists felt differently-even after continued road ilnprovelnents 
and an increase in tourist amenities. 

FalUlie Dodd sitting on a log at Lake Tahoe, 1913. Photographer unknown; 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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In 1919, just four years after the Gladdings' tour, Beatrice Larned Massey, 
her husband, and another couple decided rash! y to drive across the country
inspired by previous accounts of cross-country au tOlnobile travel. With no 
intention of prolnoting her vehicle (though she did 111ention it was a Packard) 
or racing across the country as other travelers did, Massey took a journey more 
similar to Gladding's. Also, because it appears that Massey did none of the 
driving during the trip, she took it upon herself to use the seven-week journey
which included several layovers in various cities and time spent repairing the 
autcHllobile- to create a narrative. At the beginning of her ren1iniscence, she 
suggested, "This account of our rnotor trip from New York City to San Francisco 
is intended to be not only a road lnap and motor guide for prospective tourists, 
but also to interest the would-be or near motorists who take drealll trips to the 
Pacific. / 64 But unlike Cladding, she gave her narrative a lnuch different shape. 
The title of her travelogue, It Might Have Been. Worse (1920), suggests that Massey 
perceived her book to be just as much a tourist guide as a warning of the still 
rudimentary conditions of roads throughout the country.65 

As with lnost transcontinental travelers front the nineteenth century onward, 
Masscy began her trip in New York. Traversing several hundred miles toward 
Pennsylvania, her observations of both urban and rural landscapes were elo
quent. Recalling her drive through Pennsylvania, for example, she noted, "The 
scenery was beautiful. The Blue Ridge and Alleghaney [sic] Mountains loonlcd 
up in the haze like cathcdrals."66 As the lniles piled up Massey's narrative took 
on a sour tone. Becausc of road and car difficulties beginning in Ohio, the lnore 
miles she traveled, the tnore she concentrated on the journey's negative aspects. 
Massey's descriptions of the landscape became focused lllore on the road itself 
and less on the touring experience that she originally lnay have intended to 
creatc, in a vein sirnilar to Gladding'S. Problelns added up in the Dakotas and 
Idaho alnong other areas, enough to Inake her admit to viewing the whole trip 
as a "foolhardy undertaking."o? Aftcr reaching senne good roads in Utah, she 
felt a little better about the situation. But when the lnap indicated that Nevada 
was only tniles ahead, Massey confided to the reader an impending concern. 

Massey's chapter entitled "Nevada and the Desert" is one of the most inter
esting of all the travel narratives explored in this essay. Unlike other travelers 
who at least tried to hide sonle bias, Massey put it all on the table after enduring 
thousands of difficult nliles. Upon entering the state, she noted, "The Nevada 
roads were no itnprovelnent on Idaho, and the trail was obliterated lnany tinles 
by the swirling sand, 111aking the going almost in1possiblc."n8 After a desert sand
storm forced her and her husband to stop over in the slnall town of Montello and 
they were unable to find an open room in the town, her Inood worsened. This is 
when they decided to ship themselves to Rcno on the railroad rather than face 
any nlorc problellls driving through Nevada. It is interesting that her comments 
about rail travel through the state at that tiU1C recalled the earlier accounts by 
Greenwood and Bird- but without the cultural biases and commentary. For 
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Massey, the scenery went quickly as she only briefly lnentioned the Htunboldt 
Rlvel~ Palisade Canyon, Elko, Battle Mountain, Lovelock, and eventually "Reno, 
the metropolis of Nevada."69 Here, she noted, "It was but a few miles fron1 the 
state line of California, where the lnotorists' troubles are ended." 70 

Doubtless the result of the draining aspects of the journey, Massey looked 
more toward her destination in San Francisco than to enjoying the rest of her trip. 
Thus, in contrast to rnost of the other wonien travelers and writers, her lnention 
of Lake Tahoe was brief. She suggested, "Beyond Reno the ascent of the Sierra 
Nevada begins, and you pass Lake Tahoe, six thousand feet high, the 1110st de
lightful St11111ner-resort in An1erica.// 71 Other than this c01111nent, she sinlply noted 
that the sight in the Sierra Nevada provided a wonderful n1arker to the finish 
line. Despite the brevity of her COlnlnents on this concluding portion of her trip 
through Nevada, her words are telling. Massey experienced the view different1y 
fro In travelers such as Greenwood, Birdt and Leslie because the n10de of travel 
had exhausted her several hundreds of 111iles earlier. Massey, it appearst was sick 
to death of any kind of travel and particularly the landscape of the road. Not even 
the lnajesty of Lake Tahoe could provide the solace she desired. 

By RAIL AND By ROAD: MEANINGS IN NEVADA'S LANDSCAPES 

There is an irony in Massey's journey through Nevada that should not be lost 
in explaining changing notions of landscape in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. Her decision to forego the roads and, instead, purchase a 
railroad ticket is at first a reminder that this 1110de of travel still existed despite 
the rise of auton1obile culture. For this reason, Massey's experiences and ob
servations provi.de an in1portant link to women such as Greenwood, Birdt and 
Leslie. In Inany ways, Ramsey's iInpressions of the statet s interior also reflected 
the nineteenth-century accounts as she largely centered on its desolate and 
inhospitable nature- even if degrading cultural references were absent. But 
while Greenwood'sl Bird's, and Leslie's perceptions followed weeks of looking 
fron1 the interiors of often luxurious Pu lln1an cars, several weeks of dealing 
with inclen1ent weather and rudinlentary roads shaped Massey's views. She 
could not fathom enduring lnore of the state's treacherous roads and siniply 
saw Nevada as the final obstacle before California, and this ultin1ately shaped 
her illlpression of the landscape. 

While deciding to forego the autoll10bile journey 11lay have been an expression 
of Massey's weariness, she clearly lnissed out on an opportunity to understand 
Nevada fn.Hil the automobile. This becon1es evident in the narratives of Ramsey 
and Gladding, as their lnore imllledia te experiences with the road provided 
specific and strong perceptions to COIUlect with the landscape. More so than 
the other travelers, Ramsey understood the state as a testing ground for endur
ance. WIlile her frustration was evident, reaching northwest Nevada quickly 
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Sheep grazing in the Carson Valley. Photographer Frashers Fotos. 
(Nevada Historical Society) 
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changed her outlook. Far fn.nn the" uncivilized" area that Greenwood, Bird, 
and Leslie characterized, Ranlsey and her cornpanions en1phatically en,braced 
the region as "civilization." Gladding's writing, with still another perspective, 
delnonstrates the lnost patience and insight of all the WOlnen's travel naf1'a~ 

tives. Her role as an automobile passenger allowed her the tilne, vision, and 
intlrnacy to understand the variances of place and identity connected to the 
unique landscapes of Nevada. 

Despi te the differing technoJogies and prior experiences, it is of particular 
in,portance that all of the W01nen travelers discussed in this essay recognized 
and conveyed the importance of Lake Tahoe and the Sierra Nevada in their nar
ratives. Even jf expressed or experienced differently, Greenwood, Bird, Leslie, 
and Ranlsey truly enlbraced these landscapes as their reward for enduring the 
trying journey through the Nevada desert; Gladding and Massey- though the 
latter had largely given up on her journey by this point-acted 1110re as discon
nected tour guides in describing alnenities, recreational opportunities, and the 
area's potential. As the rail and road that connected this region to the rest of the 
United States underwent significant physical and cultural changes during the 
years covered by the women's adventures, the consistency of the recognized 
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iInportance of Lake Tahoe and the Sierra N'evada landscape is remarkable. 
Each in her own way, the women tourists expressed the area's ilnportance to 
their readers. 

Through the writings of WOTIlen tourists in the late nineteenth and early twen
tieth centuries, it becomes overwhelmingly clear that notions of landscapes- as 
physicat cultural, and experiential realities- are always changing. In Nevada 
and Lake Tahoe, even before the rise of casinos and the tourist bOODl in the 
second half of the twentieth century, the landscape 11laintained several identi
ties. The writings presented these wOlnen's views on mining towns and ghost 
towns, Pullman cars and Maxwell cars, Lake Tahoe of wondennent and Lake 
Tahoe as a signal of arriving in California. These perspectives both complicate 
and enrich meanings in the region, but they ul tinlately re-emphasize the layered 
reality of landscape and identity in the Silver State for the travelers who pass 
between its borders. 
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"Wind Blew Down " / "Wind Came Up" 
The Misfits and the Imagery of Arthur MiLLer 

STEPHEN MARINO 

Most critical discussion of Arthur Miller's The Misfits has concentrated on 
the screenplay and subsequent £ihn version. The project is intriguing to filn1, 
drama, and literary critics as a collaboration of Miner's writing talent and 
Marilyn Monroe's attempt to be taken as a serious actress. Miller constructed 
the screenplay as a gift to Monroe, after she suffered an ectopic pregnancy, by 
expanding a short story of the smne title that he had written in 1956. The fihning, 
directed by John uston, was cOlnplicated by Monroe's elnotional difficu] ties, 
which were intensified, according to Miller in his autobiography Timebends, by 
the undue influence of the acting coach Paula Strasberg. Miller's Inarriage to 
Monroe irretrievably broke down during production, and the fihn served as a 
final vehicle for both Monroe and Clark Gable.1 

As a literary work, The Misfits actually exists in four different versions: the 
original story, which appeared in Esquire; a revised and expanded story that 
was published in the 1967 short story collection, 1 Don't Need You An.ymore and 
re-published by Scribner's in 1987 under the title "The Misfits" and Other Stories; 
the actual screenplay; and, in conjunction with the release of the film, a work 
Miller published in 1961 that he classified as an "un falniliar form-neither novel, 
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Miller has appeared in Modern Dralna, The Journal of Imagism, and The South Atlantic 
Review. He is the editor of" he Salesman Has a Birthday": Essays Celebrating the Fif
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appears in Miller and Middle America: Essays on Miller and the Anlerican Experience. 
His interview with the celebrated actress Joan Copeland, Arthur Miller's sister, was 
published in the spring 2008 issue of The Arthur Miller Journ.al. His poetry has been 
published in America, Red Rock Review, and the SL. Francis College Revic7D. 
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Director Jolul Huston and playwright Arthur Miller during the filrning of "The 
Misfits," Reno, Nevada! 1960. Photograph by Inge Morath. (Magnum Photos) 
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play, nor screenplay/ which is a cOlnbination of the dialogue from the screen
play with extensive descriptions of the various Nevada locales of the filrn and 
includes a reprint of the original Esquire story. Laurence Goldstein rnajntains 
that the "stubborn rootedness of The Misfits in all its forms in the soil of the late 
1950s and early 1960s complicates our efforts to measure its continuing claims 
upon the public iInagination in the early years of the twenty-first century."2 

The sinlilarities and differences anlong all these versions have received very 
little scrutiny. Most discussion focuses on how Miller expanded the character 
Roslyn, c0111pletely absent but n1uch spoken about in the short story, into a major 
role for Monroe in the screenplay and fully developed her relationship with 
one of the cowboys, nalned Gay, played by Gable. Howevel~ Miller cOJnpletely 
altered the original short story for the fihn, not only expanding characters, but 
also adding settings and plot, which includes a rodeo scene and Roslyn at the 
roundup of the mustangs. In reality, the screenplay is in lnost ways unrecog
nizab1e from the original short story, which focuses 1ess on the relationship 
between Gay and Roslyn and lnore on the personal connection between two 
of the cowboys, the middle-aged Gay and the younger Perce Howland.3 More
over, there are substantial differences between the original Esquire story and its 
expanded version which have not been the subject of extensive critical analysis. 
The enlarged tale rearranges detail, includes additional descriptions of the set
ting, and adds internal narration that enlarges the psychological lll.otivations 
of the characters. Tn addition, both versions use significant iInagery to describe 
the literal landscape of the Nevada mountain ranges, deserts, and plains and to 
assign thenl figurative significance in the lives of the characters. In particu lar, 
wind acts as a crucial unifying image for the cowboys, and the mustangs they 
capture signify their status as lnisfits in their landscapes. 

The original story and its expanded version are terse, one-scene tales that 
relate a few hours in the lives of Nevada cowboys Gay Langland, Perce How
land, and Guido Racanelli, who that day are herding rnustangs, which they sell 
for the making of dog food. Howevel~ these so-called cowboys are atypicat for 
they herd the l11ustangs in a manner cOl11pletely different fro In the rustling and 
roping that took place in the Old West-action rOlnanticized in the n10vies and 
idealized at the rodeos at which Perce is expert. Guido rounds up the n1ustangs 
by flying a plane low into the mountain range they inhabit and shooting a gun 
out of the cockpit, thus scaring the horses out of the mountains and driving 
them onto the floor of the desert plains, a dry lake bed where the entire story 
takes place. Then the three men capture the mustangs by chaSing thenl with their 
truck, individually lassoing and roping them; finally the horses are weighted 
down with tires, which keep theln fron1 moving until the next day, when the 
cowboys truck theln to 111arket for sale. 

Miller canle to write the story based on his 1956 experiences living at Pyra
nl.id Lake, Nevada, when he was establishing his six-week residency required 
for a quickie Reno divorce fron1 his first wife, Mary Slattery, in order to marry 
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Monroe. He clearly turned his experiences there and his ernotional turmoil over 
the divorce into the short story. Miller writes in Timebends that, during his time 
in Nevada, he was trying "to lnake some personal contact with the terrain after 
exploding my life/,4 and concluded that IINevada thus beCatlle a mirror to me."'i 
He had 111et two rodeo men who were hlUlters of wild 111ustangs and spent some 
titne with them out in the desert. Miller was struck by the cowboys' adn11.ration of 
1110vie cowboys 'who to the Inen were more genuine than they themselves who had 
lived on horseback for years. Miller relates their sexual assignations with WOlnen, 
to whom they a1ways referred with great respect, and their fascination with the va
riety of personalities of the abundant would-be divorcees. Miller writes, "Under all 
that sky and anud those etenlalll10untains they wlderstood earth and animals c.md 
each other. But the women were forever the nlystery."6 He partiClIlarly singles out 
Will Bingham, on whom he obviously based Gay, divorced and guil t ridden over 
abandol11.ng hjs six-year-old daughter. Miller judges, IIHe led a lone, self-sufficient 
life that he seemed to tl11.nk inevitable if not ideal.//7 Above all, Miller notes, "The 
sensitivity of some of tllese brawny western men was somehow reassuring.//fl 

Finding himself in "Nevada, home of the rootless, the wanderers, tlle nlisfits,"9 
Miller took the sensitivity he found reassuring in these cowboys and cOlnbined 
it with his own sense of loss, isolation, loneliness, and aba.ndon over his divorce 
from his wi fe and separation fron1 his two children. He transfonned these feelings 
into a story of 111.ale bonding in the West, especially between Gay and Perce, for the 
story focuses not only on the physical rOlu1.ding up of the nlustangs, but also on 
the emotional jounley that Perce and Cay take across tlle vast dry lake bed where 
the story takes place. Although we Jive in a time when a relationship between two 
cowboys can be turned into a love stofYt the original "Mis,fits" is decidedly not a 
prequel to Brok.eback Mountain. Howevel~ Miller's strong interest in writing plots 
that explore male-male relationships is well known, particularly conflicts between 
brothers and between fa.thers and sons, as in All My Sons, Death of a Salesman, and 
The Price. But liThe Misfits" is interesting for developing the relationship between 
two lnen who are not related, and Miller did write dus story just after he n1arried 
Monroe and was still slnarting over his severed friendship with Ella Kazan, ClIt off 
because of the stage and fihn director's testilTIOny before the House Un-American 
Activities Comnlittee (HUAC). Miller had described a {'brother-love" that he had 
had for Kazan.lO 

In Tirnebends, Miller wrote, II A certain indetenninacy of life was really all these 
characters had to rely on.flll Miller clearly depicts the uncertainty of each cowboy's 
male angst: Guido brooding over the death of his wife and stillborn child, Gay still 
tOTIl years a fter catching rus wi fe cheating and still longing for his children (stressed 
in the expanded story), and the young Perce losing tlle desire to go hOlne for the first 
tUne. Each character suffers an elllotional dislocation evident in their irol11.c attetnpt 
to COlulect with the Nevada 1andscape. The story particularly emphasizes the bond 
between Perce and Gay, one young, the other ll1iddle-aged, who connect as they 
ride on the remote landscape. Although they had met only a few weeks before, 
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a clear syrnbiosis is portrayed between them: In the original story, they finish 
each other's sentences/ they know each other's thoughts; Gay pursues Perce, 
acco111panying hin1 north to other ranges to search for other n1ustangs. However, 
Perce has the wanderlust to continue riding rodeo, since he is determined throughout 
the story to go to Largo to sign up for the next contest. Yet, the revised tale strongly 
conveys Perce/ s pleasure at becoming fast friends with Gay. 

At the Salne time, Gay is in a relationship with the lU1seen Roslyn and we see 
that she gives hiln great cOll1fort, but his inten1al narrations also show his concen1 
over Roslyn's doting on Perce: Gay even wonders if they are sleeping togethel~ and 
he fears that she will go back east fr01n where she canle, a possibility he describes 
in both stories as lithe bottorll of his life falling." 12 Clearly he wants to lose neither 
Perce nor Roslyn. Both versions reinforce Gay's COlu1ection to the yotmger rnan: 
"He had been all of his life like Perce Howland ... a Inan moving on or ready to."D 
Even the physical descriptions of the1n emphasize shared youthful characteristics: 
Gay, the 1niddle-aged lna11t is described in the original story with ears like a little 
boy14 and, in the expanded tale/ as having a boyts turned-up snub nose.IS Perce in 
the revised story is described as a "little child waking up and his eyes were still 
drean1Y and soft." 16 

What is not wholly clear, and one of the strengths of this purposeful aJ.l1biguitYt 
is how 111.uch of Gayl s attraction to the yOlmger n1a11 lies in his seeing himself in 
Perce, and therefore wanting him to carry on the misfit lifestylE:'-which is why 
Gay so wants Perce to COille north with hill1 to continue finding rllore mustangs on 
Thighbone Mountain. But Gay also dislikes some aspects of Perce. He resents SOBle 
of his physicaJ youtht as/ for exalllple, when Perce easily spots Guido's plane off in 
the distance/ but Cay n1ust use binoculars. Moreover, Cay is repulsed by Perce's 
youthful idealisrn when he expresses regret at hW1ting the n1ustangs: "Gay, I never 
felt conlfortable about taking those horses" °17 and "Seerns to nle God put then1 up 
there and they belong up there.'/18 Also, Perce shows partiCll1ar concenl for the 
captured n1are and whether the untethered colt will leave her, which beconles an 
important focus at the end of the story. Yet he redeems hiInself in Gay's eyes as he 
points out Roslyn's hypocrisy in criticizing the hunting of the innocent rnustangst 
but still feeding her dog canned horse 111.eat. But the story ultin1ately elnphasizes 
the strong bond between the lnenwho are depicted as feeling "between thenl the 
contlort of purpose and their isolation."19 Moreove1~ this bond will continue because 
Percel at the end of the story, agrees to go north. In the original tale this is expressed 
as "Cay felt rnore peaceful now that the yotmger 111an would not be leaving hiln. 
There was a fu ture again, sornething to head for."20 The revised tale replaces this 
last line with "He drove in contenol1ent.//21 

Christopher Bigsby has called liThe M-isfits" a story of metaphor.22 Dennis 
WeIland noted the "graphic vividness of the writing, heightened only occasion
ally by an ill1age."23 Howeve1~ the original story contains a striking alllount of 
i1nagistic language, greatly expanded in the revised version, which describes 
the literal landscapes of the Nevada rnountain ranges, deserts, plains, and 
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Clark Cable during the filming of liThe Misfits," 1960. Photograph by Eve Arnold. 
(Magnum Photos) 
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plateaus and assigns them figurative significance in the lives of the characters. 
All the hnagery shows that the three cowboys are both contradictorily cOIUlected 
,-md disconnected fr0111 the western landscape. In Thnebends, Miller proclahus that 
the story intends to use the landscape as a luetaphor-what he describes as the 
im111ense dead spaces of Nevada is meant to signify how" a IUaIl seems lost."24 In 
fact, this was Miller's complaint about the film version-that the context of n1an's 
insignificance against the land was blanked out by the close-ups required in fihn. 
In contrast, the i111ages of landscape in the short stories bolster his depiction of dle 
characters. "T had set to create the feelhlg of a few isolated, lost, and lonely people 
on the vast rnythic plain of existence."2s 

The vast Inythic plain of existence where MilJer places the cowboys is an lUl
identified desert situated on a grand plateau between two IUolultain ranges, one 
to the north aIld one to the south, where the entire story takes place. Both versions 
describe the location: "Thirty Injles ahead stood the lava mountains which were 
the northe111 border of this desert, the bed or bowl seven thousand feet, a place no 
one ever saw excepting a few cowboys searching for strays."26 The location is even 
more specifically described as the men drive toward the spot where they enCOlulter 
the ruustangs: "A prehistoric lake bed thirty nliles long by seventeen miles wide, 
couched between two 1110tmtain ranges. It was a flat beige waste without grass or 
bush or stone, where a 111an 111ight drive a car at a hluldred Iuiles an hour with his 
hands off the wheel and not hit anything at all."27 Despite this specificity, whether 
the story actually occurs in Nevada is debatable. Although the nlovie is clearly 
identified in popular culture with Nevada (The Misfits ·was filmed with much fan
fare in the state; Miller placed the openhlg scene in Reno), neither version of the 
short story specifically states any exact iocation in Nevada. Tn fact, Perce says he 
has been" cOI11ing down from Nevada"28 since he was sixteen. Because the story 
consistently identifies "upl! as north, Perce "coming down" strongly suggests that 
the story occurs in a state south of Nevada. In addition, the two towns mentioned 
in the story, Bowie and Largot are not located in the Pyrmnid Lake area of Nevada, 
the oft-presluned setting. Although there are towns nmued Bowie and Rodeo on 
the Arizona/New Mexico border, in reality ruustmlg herding took place in scores 
of mOlmtaill rmlges and desert plateaus in the West and Southwest. Miller even 
wrote in Timebends that the naIne of the rodeo town far out in the desert had faded 
fr0111 his meluory.29 Thus, he see111S to have consciously set the story in a place that 
surely would be sYlubolic. 

This symbolism is evident in the nletaphor of the story's title. "Misfits" obvi
ousl y applies to both the horses and the 111enl but Gay first uses it to describe Perce: 
"You're a real misfit, b0Yt" who quickly responds in kind: "Hell; Gay you are the nlost 
luisfitted 111all I ever saw and you done all right.'/:1() The cowboys are self-identified 
lnisfits from the rat trap of conventional society: They resist working legitimate jobs 
for someone else in traditional employment. "Better than wages" is their mantra. 
Thus, they do not hunt for the 1110ney, but rather some warped cowboy idealism. 
Perce says in both versions: "I don't want no thin' and don't want to want nothin/

."31 



liThe vast mythic plain,"-filming of "The t-v'lisfits," 1960. Photograph by Cornell Capa. (Magnum Photos) 
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Bu t Gay also uses the tenn misfits to describe the mustang stallion: "He ain't noth
ing but a misfit. You couldn't run cattle with him. He's too snlall to breed and 
too old to cut. "32 In the revised story, Gay ~ays, "He ain't nothing but a misfit, 
except for some kid. You couldn't run cattle with him and he's too slllall for a 
riding horse."]:3 Miller errtphasizes the COIU1ection between the horses and the 
11lcn, especially in their purposeful separation. The Esquire story cxplains that 
the "mustang herd lived in total i~olation and inbreeding reduced them to the 
size of large ponies."M In the revised talel as the 11len drive across the plateau, 
the connection to the mustangs is strongly enforced. In Gay's mind, "he could 
feel the wild horses grazing and moving about in he nearby mountains." 35 

Above all, the sense of i~olation of these misfits is aJso Ineant to illustrate 
the conflict between stasis and rnovement in the story: The Inen seek isolation 
from conventional society and look to continue it by hunting 111ustangs in other 
ranges up north. SirnilarlYI the 111ustangs resist leaving their isolated existence 
in the Inountains; they are forced onto the flatness of the desert plain by Guido's 
plane: "They would not go forward onto unknowable territory from the cooler 
sage dotted desert behind them/'36 and only reluctantly step onto the lake bed 
where they will be captured. In addition, this contra~t of stasis and Inovement 
is echoed by other opposites: The heat of the desert plahls with the cool of the 
mountains, up north and down south, dawn and dusk, and most irnportant, 
cahn wind and blowing wind. 

The Inost striking hnage of the story is the image of wind, which both opens and 
closes the talc and is scattered tIu"oughout the texts in both versions. The wind ef
fectively acts as a crucial unifying ele111ent for both the t11en and horses, signifying 
their stahlS as Inisnts in tIleir natural and Ululatural worlds. 

There are other works in which Miller uses the wind in a similar way. !nAIl My 
Sons, the wind has blown down Larry's h"ee; in "A Search for a Future/' the wind 
indicates the life force of the old man; in "I Don't Need You Anymore," the powerful 
ocean wind evokes the voice of the nl0ther, the sins of the Jews, and atonelnent. And 
in a letter Miller ~ent to the attendees at 1999 Arthur Miller Society conference, he 
wrote of Willy Lon1an: "He is alll1l00C:t all feeling, a naked branch of a tree swaying 
in the wind."37 TIllS use of figurative language is all part of Mi11er's wider use of 
iTnagelYt shnile, and metaphor in his drmnatie and non-dranlatle ca~on.38 

Both versions of "ThE_ MisHts" open with -wind blowing from the lllountains, 
preventing the nlen fro111 hunting because Guido can not fly the plane. The 
original begins: 

Wind blew down fro111 the nlountains for two nights pinning theln to their 
little camp on the desert floor. Around the fire on the grand plateau they 
were the only liloving thing~. But awakening now with the first pink of dawn 
they heard the hush of a windless nl0rning. Quickly tile sky flared with tnle 
dawn like daInp paper catching fire, and the shroud of darkness slipped off 
the little plane and the huck staI1ding a few yards away:39 
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The revised story rnore strongly emphasizes how the wind fro In the Inolmtains 
ilnpeded the men frOln hunting: "Now that the wind had died down, Cay hoped 
very much that Guido wou 1d take off this Inon1ing and let theln begin their work;" 40 

Perce thjl1ks: "For two days they had been wai ting for the wind to die so the pilot 
could take off into the 1110lUltairLS where the wild horses lived. I !41 

Both versions suggest how the wind indicates nature's resistance to the n1en's 
hlulting, for in other instances in the stor)'t the wind threatens the l11en's action: 
Guido tells Gay in the originall lilt don't mean a damn thing what the wind does 
down here. Up there is where it counts. l

/ He thuInbed toward the InoWltains be
hind them. "I'ln ten feet from rocks at the bottom of a dive; the wind sn1acks you 
down then and you never pull up again."42 'I he revised account Inakes this Inuch 
stronger: "You can't see wind, Gay'/ ... "You're flying along in and out of those passes 
and then you dive for the sons of bitches/ and just when you're pulling up sonle 
goddanl gust presses you down and there you are.'/4J The revised narrative also 
connects the wind to Guido's mounling over his wife and child: 

Guido had had the feeling tha he n1ade that deep dive so that he could die. 
And the thought of his dead wife had CaIne to hiln again .... So that through 
these past three days up here he had refused to let hi111seli take off until the 
·wind had utterly died, and he had cllmg to n10roseness. He wanted to take off 
in absolute grip of his own wits, leaving nothing to chance. Now there was no 
wind at all, and he felt he had pressed the sinister gaiety out of his rrund.44 

Later in the stolYt the wind the lnen create when riding the huck and corraling 
the herd tlu'eatens their 1assos.45 

nlUS/ Miller suggests that the wind is an elemental part of both the men and the 
horses. In fact, all the nlen are iden tified with the wind in their physica 1 descriptions: 
Guido has Inelon cheeks browned by the windt or bunled brown froln itt and Cay is 
brown skinned fr01n wind. Most significant, in the revised story Gay calls the wind 
"sun1bitch"46 and Guido calJs the horses "sons of bitches."47 

The beginning of the expanded tale 1110re strongly connects the wind to its source 
in the rnolmtains and its effect on th.e 11len: 

Wind blew down from the Inountains all night. A wild river of air swept 
and swirled across the dark sky and struck down against the blue desert and 
hissed back into the hills. The three cowboys slept under their blanket, their 
backs against the first upward curve of the circlmg nl0untains, their faces 
toward the desert of sage. The wind and its tidal washing seethed through 
their drean1s, and when it stopped, there was lunar silence that caused Gay 
Langland to open his eyes. For the first tinle in three nights he could 
hear his own breathing and in the new hush he looked up at the stars 
and saw how clear and bright they were. He felt happy and slid hinlself 
out of his blanket and stood up fully dressed.48 



Marilyn Monroe, Clark Gable, Mongomery Clift, and Eli vVallach on the set of "The lvlisfits," 1960. Photograph by Cornell Capa. 
(lvIagnum Photos) 
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Here Miller uses literal ilnages of wind and mountains and assigns thenl 
figurative significance in the lives of the characters. Note the position of the 
nlen as they sleep: The back curves of their bodies are toward the lnountains, 
their faces are toward the desert of sage. The down-blowing wind is the spirit 
of their dreams! the elemental source of their existence pouring from the lnoun
tains, the wind of the spirit of the mustangs. 

And wind ends the story. The final scene-exactly the same in both versions
parallels the beginning. The horses are captured on the desert floor~the saIne 
desert floor where the men have slept the night before-all of thenl restrained 
by the tires, except the col t that the 111en do not need to tie down since they 
know it will not leave the lnare. In fact, the considerable discussion between 
Perce and Gay about this foreshadows its imagistic significance in the last scene. 
When Perce asks, "Ever hear of a colt leave a lnare?" it instigates in Gay the 
fear of Roslyn leaving, and in Perce thoughts of his Inoth.er and his definite 
comnlitlnent to acccnnpany Cay to Thighbone Mountain. As the night COlnes! 
in an inversion of the opening of the story, the horses face the mountains north 
from which they have been forced, and the powerful wind- now coming up_· 
blows fro In the south behind theln.. They put their backs to the wind! their tails 
blowing between their legs (the colt up against the mare for warmth), facing the 
source of their spiritual existence, the lust for their wild, unbridled life~where 
the lnen ironically want to be. The stark iTnage of the animal misfits tied down 
by the human 111isfits implies that the men are really hunting themselves: The 
relentless, contradictory, and hopeless pursuit of looking to kill off that which 
we are, that which we don't want to be, the spirit of wildness inbred in lnen 
and horses. 

The final ilnage of the story ~s at dawn- Miller describes the saIne pink hue 
as the begiluling-the colt stands, looking for water, and returns to the mare's 
side, sniffing the wanning air. This powerful ilnage of the un tethered colt tied 
to the Tllare by the bonds of Inaternity has been foreshadowed in the conversa
tion between Perce and Gay after the capture of the mustangs. Its figurative 
importance resonates in many of the characters in their unresolved conflicts: in 
Gay and Roslyn- Gay unable to leave, fearing her abandonnlent; Perce and his 
mother- a colt having abandoned his mare; finally in Gay and Perce, as misfit 
mare and colt- Perce untethered, but unable to leave Gay's side. 

Finally, in a dranlatic Inornent of life inlitating art, the wind had a significant 
ilnpact on the last days of filming The Misfits. The production, fihned on the 
saIne Pyralnid Lake that inspired Miller to write the tale, was filled with delays 
predonlinantly caused by Monroe's emotional turtnoil. But the final weeks also 
were grossly affected by severe weather conditions. Every afternoon, a strong 
wind wou ld rise over Pyramid Lake and cover the crew, actors, and equipment 
with dust, frequent! y forcing them to postpone fihning-nature rearing itself 
again and again on the world of Hollywood misfits. 

. .... 
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IMonroe was never to complet~~ another film before her death, in Augut;t -I Y62; G8ble died of a 
massive heart altack just two weeks after the filming of The Misfits ended_ 
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Book Reviews 

Devils Will Reign: HO'UJ Nevada Began. By Sally Zanjani (Reno: University of 
Nevada Press, 2006) 

Sally Zanjani is one of the premier historians of Nevada. She has written 
many books on the Nevada experience, ranging from a loving mernoir of her 
111aternal grandfather, George Sprjngn1eyer, as well as the authoritative study 
of Goldfield in its heyday, to a treatlnent of women prospectors in the West, 
and, most iJnportant, the definitive and gracefully written biography of Sarah 
Winne111ucca. Now Sally Zanjani has COlne in with a book on Nevada's begin
nings: Devils Will Reign is the story of the eastern slope of the Sierra froIn its 
annexation to the United States in 1848 until the formation of Nevada Territory 
in 1861. A short section at the end carries the narrative to Nevada statehood, 
three years later. 

Zanjani begins, accurately enough, by stating that "Washington politics wou ld 
have more effect on the creation of Nevada than anything done in Nevada" (2). 
But although she does not ignore Washington politics, her real interest is the local 
level, and to her the chief thrust of events is actually determined by ordinary 
jndividuals. We must, she contends, look at the "struggles of the contending 
parties on the front lines" (2). Her cast of these contending groups consists of 
Ininers, Gentiles (non-Monnons), Saints (Mor1110ns), Native Alnericans (she 
is empathetic toward this group and never loses sight of them), and Chinese. 
Her cast of individuals, and she develops some of these at considerable length, 
include Abner Blackburn, Bill "Lucky Bill" Thorington (whom she admires)/ 
William Onnsby (whom she does not), the young Sarah Winnenlucca, Jmnes 
M. Crane/ Allen and Hosea Crosh, and Peleg Brown. Her title Devils Will Reign. 
hints that not all the characters are adJnirable ones, although in truth Zanjani 
adJnires SOlne of the scoundrels lnore than some of the Ilgood people.'1 

The title also hints that the decade of the 1850s was one of adlninistrative 
chaos and disorganization in the area. This is the book's chief theme. Al
though it was ostensibly a part of Utah Territory fron11850 on/ adu1inistrative 
tidiness and organization never reached the eastern slope of the Sierra during 
this decade. It began in chaos and ended in chaos. For one thing, the capital 
of the territory was five hundred miles away, and the Gentiles despised any 
inlposition of Monnon rule. The chief attempt by Morn1on leadership to im
pose administrative control over the area began with the creation of a separate 
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Carson County in 1855, with the sending of Orson Hyde-one of the twelve 
apostles of the Church- to the area as probate judge, and with the migration 
of several hundred Mormon falnilies into the area, which succeeded in shifting 
the population balance in favor of the Saints. But when the Mormons were 
called back to Zion in 1857, the effort collapsed. Thus the miners who came 
to develop the COlnstock in 1859 were left with no semblance of organized 
governlnent whatever. 

Zanjani then recounts how the secession of southern states after the presi
dential election of Abraham Lincoln in 18601 and the resultant resignation of 
their representatives and senators in the laJne-duck congress, provided an op
portunity for bringing order ou t of this governmental anarchy: A bill creating a 
separate Nevada Territory passed the Congress in its final days, and was signed 
by President J anles Buchanan, just two days before Lincoln's inauguration as 
president. Lincoln was then able to organize the territory under Republican 
leadership. 

This is an outstanding book. It is well researched and, as we have come to 
expect in anything from Sally Zanjani, beautifully written. It becomes the de
finitive study of the period of the 1850s. Her discussion of the ennlity between 
Mormons and Gentiles is incisivel and she has probably written the most judi
cious and best summary of the Pyralnid Lake War of 1860 in existence. The 
author also has a nice sense of humor. Devils Will Reign is an excellent and 
lively read, quite authoritative, and highly reconnn.ended. 

Jerome E. Edwards 
University of Nevada, Reno 

Leave the Dishes in the Sin.k: Ad'ventures of an Activist in Conservati'lJe Utah. By 
Alison Cornish Thorne (Logan: Utah State University Press, 2002) 

Leave the Dishes in the Sink: Adventures of an Activist in Conservative Utah offers 
an autobiographical account of a life well lived. While not especially well writ
ten, Thorne's narrative does offer an unCOlnmon appreciation of the author's 
historical context and plenty of local flavor. Indeed, the beauty of the book is in 
its details-colnmunity action progralns lllingle with crabapple trees in bloom, 
for exalnple (124). But Thorne's nlessage rests in the sealnless integration of 
her daily life with broader worlds, everyday homemaking with the masculine 
worlds of economics, philosophy, and ethics. Her narrative seamlessly joins 
the intellectual, politicall and historical forces at work in her life with the daily 
labors that shaped her experiences and those of other women. 
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Thorne begins with a description of the ilnpact of the politics of the 1920s on 
people's lives in rural Oregon. Both of Thorne's parents were active in progres
sive politics, establishing a family precedent of commitInent to sodal justice. Her 
second chapter is equal parts a celebratory history of early feminist econcnnics 
and a detailed intellectual autobiography of her college and graduate-school 
years, replete with a description of the arduous process of washing her hair in 
her college donn/ one of the lnany details that enrich her story. (She pumped 
rainwater into buckets to carry to the communal bathroom.) She then discusses 
the difficulties of rearing children while living a life of the mind/ a falniliar 
refrain alTIOng W01)len wi th 11 ves of the mind in the forties and fifties. 

In the lnost engaging chapters of her narrative, Thorne reviews her efforts 
in university and local politics during the actjvisln of the 1960s. Building on 
a family legacy of women/s progressive activisln, Thorne's reslune is indeed 
ilnpressive, but perhaps the most impressive and compelling of these activities 
was the developlnent of education programs for the children of Mexican-Alner
ican migrant workers, which Thorne and her women cOlnpatriots struggled to 
Inaintain anlid threats of defunding. With Thorne and other campus WOlnen 
behind it, Utah State University's wonlen's studies prograln elncrged out of the 
fenlinist upheavals of the 1970s and 1980s. Thorne and other canlpus women 
also created a women's center, and the WOlnen and Gender Research Institute. 
Her book concludes with an homage to its own genesis~ the increasing place 
of and interest in WOlnen in Alnerican universities. 

Thorne's folksy, lnatter-of-fact style left llle wanting a bit lnore sel f-reflection 
frOlu such a historically sensitive autobiography. While Thorne gives us plenty 
of interest/ she leaves the task of drawing lneaning-making to her readers. In 
one sense, the book can be read as a tribute to the 111any local- unsung- pio
neers/ Thorne alnong theIn, who carried out the felninist revolution. Indeed/ 
as Thorne recognizes/ feminist change has often depended as luuch on wives/ 
friends/ and local women as on national movelllents. A housewife wi th a 
Ph.D., Thorne (and no doubt many other wOlnen) spent a good deal of tinle 
working on books and papers never published/ as well as on teaching classes, 
organizing conferences and events, coordinating and adnlinistrating campus 
programs, and chan1pioning political causes while receiving no compensation. 
Felninist successes, like so nlany other acconlplishlnents, have rested on the 
unpaid labor of WOlnen, and Thorne is gra tefu I to have lived a 11 fe enriched by 
engaging intellectual and political work. 

As a felninist reader, however, J longed for Thorne's gratitude to be accom
panied by a feminist critique, or at least an observation/ of the magnitude of her 
own and other women's unpaid- and unrecognized- labor on the Utah State 
calnpus. In this book, any feminist analysis that might emerge is eclipsed by 
Thorne's sheer gratitude for having had engaging work to do. I find this lack 
especially disturbing because the "shadow tnanuscript" that Thorne wrote in the 
forties" dealt with dc)}nesticity, a shadowy reahn involving W0111en' s household 
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work! unpaid! and considered less itnportant than paid en1ployment" (50). I 
longed as well for an analysis beyond silnple recognition of the level and na
ture of privilege that enabled such a life of volunteer activisln. While Thorne 
recognizes her husband's beneficence and emotional and financial support, one 
leaves the book with the distinct sense that Betty Friedan's flprobleln that has 
no nanle" can be solved by any housewife who can purchase some philosophy 
books and a typewriter. 

Chris Talbot 
University of Northern Colorado 

Railroads of Nevada a1"l£t Eastern California. Vol. III: More on The Northern Roads. 
By David F. Myrick (Reno: University of Nevada Press! 2007) 

Southern Pacific's Salt Lake Division. By JOIUl R. Signor (Berkeley and Wilton, 
Calif.: Signature Press! 2007) 

These two recently published railroad-related books are by former railroaders 
who live in California, actively publish on western railroads, and have a special 
interest in the Southern Pacific (whose predecessor Central Pacific initiated rail
road operations in the Silver State). David Myrick has written about a dozen 
books and is recognized as the dean of western railroad historians. John Signor 
has written about a half dozen books on the same subject, and currently edits 
at least three railroad-historical-society newsletters. These authors represent 
two generations of railroad historians! and I shall begin by discussing the work 
of the more seniol~ David F. Myrick. 

For more than forty-five years, Myrick! s two-volunle work on the Railroads 
of Ne'vada and Eastern Cal~fornia has been the definitive source on Nevada's 
varied railroad lines. In those volumes! first published in 1962 and reprinted 
several times, Myrick covered the railroads of Nevada and California east 
of the Sierra geographically. The breakdown was simple enough: VolUlne I 
dealt with northern Nevada (including the Central / Southern Pacific trans
continental line and the fabled Virginia and Truckee), while Volume II covered 
the southern roads (including those serving Goldfield, Rhyolite, Pioche, and 
Las Vegas). Despite excellent coverage in those early books, the indefatigable 
Myrick conducted subsequent research in Nevada and California, u.ncovering 
additional historical In ate rial that warranted this new volulne. Moreover, he 
ends More on the Northern Roads by covering a number of Ilrecent developments 
in Nevada"- including the Las Vegas Monorail (1995)/ the tourist operations 
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over the partially restored Virginia and Truckee and the Nevada Northern, and 
the controversial Reno Trench (2004). 

Most of the material of interest to Nevadans resides in the first third of the 
book. Here, Myrick appropriately begins by revisiting the Central Pacific 
Railroad, which put Nevada on the railroad lnap in the first place (1868). This 
section sheds considerable new light on the politicalInachinations surround
ing the Central Paci fic' s role in developing the western cOlnponent of the first 
transcontinental railroad. Myrick also further discusses early Central Pacific 
operations and the transition to E. H. Harriman controL In addition, the Central 
Paci fic Railroad towns of Wadsworth, Toano, Elko, Lovelock/ and Winnelnucca 
are covered in more detail. Far frOIn the Central Pacific/Southern Pacific main 
line across Nevada, several tnnaller railways in the lonely, sagebrush-covered 
far northwestern corner adjacent to the California border are also covered. 
These include the Fernley and Lassen Railway/ the Goose Lake and Southern 
Railway, and a look at the final years of the Nevada-California-Oregon Rail
way. There is also a discussion of the proposed but never built Surprise Valley 
Railway. These roads reveal the optimism of the railroad visionaries of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries whose goal was to com1ect Nevada to 
the Pacific Northwest by routes 1110re direct than Central Pacific's path through 
the Sacramento Valley. A bit farther to the south, Myrick takes another look 
at the legendary Carson and Colorado narrow-gauge railway. In all cases, 
the new material unearthed- including numerous never before published 
photographs-makes Volume III of the Railroads of Nevada and Eastern California 
a bonanza for historians of the Silver State and the western Great Basin. 

A 1 though I have emphasized Nevada in thi s review of Myrick's latest vo1un1e, 
I should also note that students of northeastern California's lumber railroads 
will find 1110re than eighteen of them covered in considerable detail. As with 
all of Myrick's books, Volun1e III is well written and highly accurate, though 
Myrick does not cite the sources he used-·making it difficult for other research
ers to further consult those sources. 

J01m Signor's book on the Salt Lake Division of the Southern Pacific joins a 
growing list of railroad histories by an author who grew up inspired by Myrick 
and other railroad historians. Signori s forte is the Southern Pacific and Union 
Pacific railroads, which were virtually merged about a century ago until the 
U'nited States Supreme Court ruled, in 19131 that Harriman's alnbitious plans 
violated antitrust statutes. However, that dream of a unified Southern Pacific
Union Pacific system did ultimately lnaterializc in 1996, when the much stronger 
Union Pacific assimilated the Southern Pacific. In fact, Union Pacific had earlier 
taken control of the Western Pacific Railroad (the subject of another recent book 
by Myrick) leaving Nevada as an essentially one-railroad state under the Union 
Pacific shield today. 

In covering the Salt Lake Division of the Southern Pacific, which reached 
from Reno to Ogden, Utah (with a number of branch lines sprouting off the 
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Inain trunk), Signor's book basically follows a linear path across the Great Ba
sin. Although dozens of books address the furious construction of the Central 
Pacific across the Sierra Nevada through Utah to Promontory Summit, only 
Myrick's Vohllne I covers the railroad's operations in any detail. Now, wi th 
the publication of Signor's Salt Lake Division, the comprehensive story of the 
Central Pacific's construction and operation in Nevada and Utah is available 
in one book. And what a book it is! Richly illustrated with hundreds of crisp 
black-and-white historical photographs, and ful1-color images of more recent 
(post-1950) operations, this is Signor's best book yet- a real statelnent of praise 
as his other books on various divisions of the Southern Pacific and the Union 
Pacific are fine indeed. 

Signor begins with a brief overview of the pioneers of exploration and 
rajlroad-related surveying across the region (including, naturally, Jolm Charles 
Frelnont), then discusses the completion of the line to Promontory Sumln.it in 
Utah. He highlights operations of the line across Nevada through the e-ntire 
period of Southern Pacific's corporate history, 1868-1996. Moreovel~ the exten
sions of the Southern Pacific from Hazen to Fallon, Mound House, and through 
Tonopah Junction to Keelel~ California (the latter is the Slin1 Princess narrow 
gauge), are also discussed and illustrated in considerable detaiL In other words, 
Signor's Salt Lake Division-now joins Myrick's Volume I and Volulue TTl as an 
indispensable source on the railroads of northern Nevada. 

Giv~n that these two books cover similar territory, a brief cOlnparison is in 
order. Both are weighty tomes in large format (8 by 11 inches). Both feature not 
only several historicallnaps, but also nlaps created by the authors themselves; 
both books are accurate, providing the kind of encyclopedic detail that rail 
aficionados appreciate (and demand) and other historians need to consult on 
nun1erous occasions. Therefore, both books belong in the library of anyone seri
ously jnterested in late nineteenth- and twentieth-century Nevada history. 

Richard V. Francaviglia 
University of Texas at Arlington 
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Superrnob: HOlD Sidney Korshak and His Crinlinal Associates Becmne A'merica's 
Hidden Po'wer Brokers. By Gus Russo (New York: Bloolnsbury, 2006) 

I'll Do My Own Damn Killin': Benny Binion, Herbert Noble, and the Texas Gambli.ng 
War. By Gary W. Sleeper (Fort Lee, N.J.: Barricade Books, 2006) 

When An1ericans hear the phrase Ilorganized crime/' one image dominates: 
the Italian Mafia in New York City- think Hollywood's The Godjl.7.ther and HBO's 
The SOl)rarlOs. But over the past century, organized crilne has come in more than 
one flavor and existed in l1l0re than one place. Two recently published popular 
histories delve into two very different formB of organized crhne that thrived in 
Dallas! Texas, and Los Angeles, California. It is of interest that leaders of both 
crin1inal enterprises eventually found their way to Las Vegas in pursuit of riches 
and greater freedom to operate outside the system. 

Gus Russo, a noted organized-crime author, traces the Chicago Outfit's rise 
in Southern California and Las Vegas fron1 the 1940s to the 1980s through the 
machinations of Sidney Korshak, a lawyer and labor negotiator who always 
could be found at the center of the action. Korshak epitomized what Russo cans 
the Supermob, the Jewish power brokers fro In the Midwest (prhnarily Chicago) 
who operated I'in the shadows" and Inaintained "arl1l' s-length associations with 
the rouglu1eck Italian and Irish mobsters imprinted in the popular imagination" 
(xv). According to one Italian gangster quoted by a former FBI agent, "If we 
didn't have the Jews, we'd still be hiding money under the Inattress" (26). 

IIThis 'Kosher Nostra' stressed brains over brawn," Russo writes, noting that 
they were II quintessential capitalists" who bridged the gap between organized 
crilne and legitin1ate business enterprises (xvi). In the process, after World War 
II the Supernlob played d0111inant roles in Hollywood, Southern California's 
real-estate boom, and Las Vegas. 

The best-known Supermob meinber in Las Vegas was Moe Dalitz, the 
Cleveland bootlegger who helped develop the Strip and eventually caIne to 
be regarded as a model citizen in Sin City. In reality, Dalitz was involved in 
skilnlning at numerous casinos, as well as other nefarious activities not typi~ 

cally conducted by a Man-of-the-Year honoree. Russo, in fact, contends that 
it was Dalitz who ha.d Bugsy Siegel killed in J 947~not because of SiegeYs 
overspending on the opulent Fiainingo Hotel but because Siegel was beating 
up his girlfriend, Virginia Hill. But Russo argues that while Dalitz was a l1lajor 
figure in Las Vegas, he remained a relative pawn in a larger mob apparatus. 
Russo quotes an anonYInous source as saying, "Dalitz didn't go to the bathro0l11 
without checking with Sidney" (266). 

Korshak was most closely associated with Las Vegas/ s Riviera Hotet where 
he was a fixture in the restaurants and showrooms during his frequent visits. 
Russo relates a story that exenlplifies Korshak's clout at the Riviera. A Tealnsters 
Union meeting was being conducted there and th.e powerful boss Jimlny Hoffa 
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has been given the posh presidentjal suite. But when Korshak arrived, Hoffa 
was ushered out of the suite to rnake way for Korshak. 

The Riviera, however, was hardly Korshak's only connection to Las Vegas. 
According to Russo, Korshak managed the skim in Las Vegas and controlled 
the unions. "Korshak, known in Vegas as 'the Chicago Juice/ handled labor 
affairs for the Sands, Desert Inn, the Riviera, the Stardust, the Trop, and oth
ers," Russo writes. "During the booln years, Korshak prevented strikes froln 
all corners of Sin City's work force, including waiters, taxi hacks, entertainers, 
and casino employees" (221). Russo quotes a Hollywood source: IIWhoever the 
front guys were/ it was Sidney who ran Vegas" (221). 

The greatest feat of Korshak's long career, howevel~ was staying out of prison. 
While the government nailed an array of major organized crime figures in the 
1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, including those who ran skitnlnjng operations in Las 
Vegas, Korshak sOlnehow escaped prosecution. Russo quotes the FBI agent 
Mike Wacks, who followed Korshak for years: "He was like Teflon, he could 
never get charged. He was amazing. He was one sharp cookie. Nobody ever 
ratted hin1 out, and he never got caught on a wire" (274). One key reason for 
this, Russo contends, was that Korshak was secretly cooperating with govern
ment authorities. 

Supennob is a long book, and only about twenty-five percent of it deals 
specifically with Las Vegas. Much of the action is set in Beverly Hil1s, where 
the Supern10b set up shop as II Chicago West/, as well as in Palm Springs, the 
"underworld retreat." Hollywood dran1as in which Korshak played a role are 
detailed exhaustively. But the Vegas sections are packed with fascinating con
nections between Korshak and faJlliliar HaInes such as Frank Sinatra, Howard 
Hughes, Paul Laxalt, Kirk Kerkorian, and Ralph Lalnb. Testifying to Korshak's 
clout, the screenwriter TOln Mankiewicz told Russo, "They would say Sid was 
the only one even Frank Sinatra knew not to fool with" (148). 

Perhaps the Inost ilnportant contribution Russo lnakes to Las Vegas his
tory is to relnind us that it is inextricably linked with organized crime. Some 
historians have tended to gloss over that fact lately in favor of a more savory 
version that elnphasizes creative genius and entrepreneurial ambition. Russo 
rClninds us that for its first forty years, the Strip was developed by Inobsters 
and run by lnobsters, and its profits were skiInJTI.ed to feed the offshore bank 
accounts of mob bosses in Chicago and other cities. And Sidney Korsha k- a 
Jewish lawyer, not an Italian godfather- was instrulnental in lnaking the skin1 
run s111oothly. 

Many Nevadans and Las Vegas visitors no doubt assun1e that the glory years 
of Benny Bjnjon's life were those spent as the lnastern1ind behind the legend
ary Horseshoe Club casino in downtown Las Vegas. But as Gary Sleeper's I'LL 
Do My Dum Damn Killin ' effectively shows, Binion's Las Vegas years were a 
modest second act following his heyday as the leading figure in the Dallas 
underworld. 
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From the mid 1930s through the lnid 1940s, according to Sleeper, Binion was 
the i'boss gambler/' in Dallas. Binion's Southland Group owned at least half of 
the more than two dozen illegal casinos operating in Dallas, and Binion pocketed 
more than $1 Jnillion a year fron1 his various enterprises. 

This was a considerable achievement for Lester Ben Binion, a sickly child 
who only sporadically attended school and, Sleeper contends, never learned 
to read. Binion learned about life not from textbooks but from spending time 
with his father, Lonnie Lee, a horse trader who "traveled through North Texas 
buying and selling horses and nlules, gambling and drinking" (10). Sleeper 
quotes Binion from a 1976 interview conducted by the University of Nevada 
Oral History Program: IIProm a real small kid, r d go with the horse traders, and 
becalne a pretty good horse trader. And then they all galnbled when they'd get 
together .... So I kinda got in with luore of a gambling type of guy, you know 
... you lnight say road gamblers" (11) . 

Binion eagerly learned the tricks of the gambling trade. He came to Dallas 
in 1923 and hooked up with Warren Dianlond, a legitimate businessman who 
also operated illegal ganlbling joints. Binion got his start doing lnenial jobs for 
Dianlond but eventually became involved in the gambling business. In 1926, 
Binion started his own craps game in a small downtown hotel, paying twenty
five percent of the take to Oiam.ond for the privilege. 

When Dialnond dropped out of the gambling business in 1930, Binion took 
over. At the tilne, the 1110St popular form of gambling was the Ilpolicy wheeL" 
Sleeper explains the game: 

Each wheel represented a different ganle, and a dra'wing for each wheel 
was conducted at least once, sometimes twice, each day. A player could 
place a bet on his favorite three-digit number on any wheel of his choice, 
or bet the SaIne number on several wheels. Each wheel paid its own 
jackpot, usually six hundred times the an10unt of the winning bet (15). 

The tin1ing of Binion's rise could not have been better. Starting life as the 
capital of the cotton market, Dallas had grown into a thriving city of a quarter 
lnillion people by 1930. And during the 1930s, while much of the rest of the 
country struggled, Dallas avoided the worst effects of the Depression thanks 
to the discovery of nlassive oil reserves in the area. liThe oil fields brought jobs 
for tool pushers, drillers, roughnecks, roustabCH.l ts, and truck drivers, and they 
all caIne to Dallas to spend their wages," Sleeper writes (22). 

Binion was allowed to operate his illegal galnbling games without much 
interference froln Dallas politicians or police, in part because the city had long 
embraced a live-and-Iet-live approach to vices such as drinking, gambling, 
and prostitution. But under increasing pressure fron1 "preachers and reform
ers,lI police officials and gambling operators devised a clever fa<;ade. Sleeper 
writes: 
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Once or twice a week, each protected game would be raided, albeit so 
quietly that few of those in attendance knew that the raid had taken 
place. The officers would take a count of the participants and, a day 
or two later, the galnbler or his attorney would show up at the district 
court to pay a fine of ten dollars for each person present at the game. 
Benny Binion estimated that, over the years, he paid over $600,000 in 
such fines (39). 

The bulk of Sleeper's book documents the violent feuds between competing 
illegal gambling operators. Binion's supremacy was inevitably challenged, and 
gunplay often ensued. Sleeper describes violent shootouts and revenge killings 
rivalin.g the novels of Cornlac McCarthy or Hollywood's blood-soaked portray
als of the Old West. He recounts the tragicolnic tale of Herbert Noble, a Binion 
rival, who somehow managed to survive a dozen attempts on his life before 
he was finally killed when his mailbox blew up in 1951. (Binion was suspected 
in the 111urder but never indicted.) 

By the Inid 1940s1 galnbling was more popular than ever in Dallas hotel suites 
but violence between rival operators had become frelluent front-page news, 
fueling a reform movement that gained the upper hand in the 1946 lllunicipal 
election. Binion and other gambling operators could see the writing on the 
wal1. Sonle sirnply closed down their galn.es and pursued other ventures but 
Binion decided to leave Texas altogether. He c1ilnbed into a limousine with $3 
lllillion in cash in tow and headed for Las Vegas. 

At first, Binion did not intend to stay in the emerging capital of legal galn
bling. He figured he would return to his beloved Dallas when political conditions 
became favorable again. And while Binion became entrenched in the Las Vegas 
casino business, he continued to run lucrative policy wheels that catered to Dal
las's blacks and poor whites (and were therefore of little interest to refornl politi
cians). IIHarry Urban, Sr., who had been left in charge of the operation, continued 
sending enormous an10unts of money to Benny every week, long after BelulY 
had relocated to Las Vegas," Sleeper writes. "With twelve policy wheels rumung 
seven days a week, Binion would not lack for income on his return to Dallas" 
(1.02). Binion also had garnbling operations in neighboring Fort Worth. 

Decelnber 1949 Inarked the end for Binion's Dallas gambling elnpire. His 
illegal operations were raided, his financial records were seized, and he and 
his partners were indicted on charges of income-tax evasion. Binion pleaded 
guilty in 1953, paid $516,541 in back taxes, and served four years in Leaven
worth federal prison. 

Until his death in 1989, Binion remained a Las Vegas icon, revered as an expert 
casino operator even though he never obtained a state gaIning license. But as 
Sleeper shows; Binion's story is first and forelllost set in Dallas. If Binion had 
had his druthers, he would have spent his entire life in Dallas, where he reveled 
in the power he wielded and the dangerous business he ran. 
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Although neither book suggests that Korshak and Binion ever lnet, there 
are at least two connections between thern. First, both were tnajor figures in 
the storied history of twentieth-century organized crime who defy the popular 
stereotype of the Italian gangster. And second, it is nearly impossible to in1ag
ine that either of them could thrive in the twenty-first century! when corporate 
giants dOlninate the gan1bJing industry. Neither Korshak!s juice nor Binion's 
brawn would anlount to 111uch in a business more beholden to the expectations 
of shareholders than to the denlands of underworld kingpins. 

Geoff Schumacher 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Vanishing America: In Pursuit of Our Elusive Landscapes. By Janl.es Conaway 
(Emeryville, Calif.: Shoemaker Hoard, 2007) 

As readers! we are often attracted to books about familiar places, and SOlne
times an author! s work makes us wonder if we have lived parallel lives. In James 
Conaway!s recent collection of essays! which spans the depth and breadth of the 
lower forty-eight, 1 was particularly attracted to chapters on places I know well: 
Washington, D.C., New Orleans, and the Napa Valley. Conaway knows them! 
too; his writings include a history of the Library of Congress, a work of fiction 
entitled The Big Easy (he is credited with popularizing this now-famous moniker), 
and two bestsellers on this country's 1110st celebrated viticultural landscape. 

More hnportant than the geographic diversity of Vanishing America! how
ever, is the author's perspective. He concedes that oth.er places could illustrate 
his point of view just as well, but those selected represent personal preference 
and familiarity. The book's intriguing title and Conaway's editorial affiliation 
with Preseruation nlagazine suggest an agenda confinned in the prologue: "to 
assess/ for want of a better word, exceptional Anlerican places that I think serve 
as physical and spiritual barometers" (5). He continues, "Judging by lny experi
ence/ we're in heavy weather, with more on the way" (5). 

The focus of Vanishing America is on landscape preservation. Conaway ac
know ledges that Americans have become accustomed to the idea that significant 
buildings lnerit preservation, but extrapolating that sense of stewardship to 
something as nebulous as a landscape has been di fficult. Europeans, by com
parison, seenl to place lnore value in natural areas and the cultural heritage of 
their built environment! as measured by the yardsticks of regulation and public 
awareness. It is clear/ however/ that for Conaway the conservation movement 
in America/ of which landscape preservation is a part/ is too little too late. 
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The prologue! entitled IIFor As Long As It Lasts/ relates how the author and 
his wife watched as their hobby farm in the vicinity of the Blue Ridge Mountains 
west of the nation's capital changed from pastoral to pedestrian as others moved 
in around them. (It reminded this reviewer of J oni Mitchell's environmental 
anthem IIBig Yellow Taxi. li

) The book itself consists of eighteen chapters evenly 
divided into three sections: "Out West," "Back East," and "Ghosts." It is of 
interest that the chapters progress frorn west to east and back again, perhaps 
reflective of the author's career. As an early Wallace Stegner Fellow in Stanford 
University's Creative Writing Program, Conaway went on to crisscross the 
country in pursuit of his stories. Like Stegner, ConawaYt tOOl displays a deep 
respect for the environment and for history. 

The IIOut West" section begins with the author's return to Big Sur after his 
initial visit in 1963 and the observation that the spectacular coastal scenery had 
been diminished by corporate enterprise catering to "weekenders ... in pressed 
jeans ll (19). This binary opposition between the authentic and the contrived 
is one of the book's common denominators, and other chapters illustrate per
mutations of this theme. The section continues with Conaway working with a 
MOr1110n fatnily who graze cattle on public land near Saint Georgel Utah. He 
hunts for fossils with a Bureau of Land Managelnent paleontologist in New 
Mexico's San Juan Basin. In Wyoming/ the author interviews 'corporate and 
government officials participating in Exxoni s oil and gas exploration. In Idaho 
and Oregon, he investigates c0111peting delnands for water in the Columbia 
River watershed. The section concludes with a fami! y trip in southwest Colo
rado led by an intrepid outfitter emblelnatic of the Old West. 

The half dozen chapters that make up "Back East" range from New l)rleans 
and the Dry Tortugas to Down East Maine. As a cub reporter for the Times
Picayune, Conaway's first assignlnent was to assess the itnpact of Hurricane 
Betsy, and four decades later he reflects on the land and life of New Orleans in 
the wake of Katrina. West of Key West, Conaway participates in an Audubon 
Society outing to Dry Tortugas National Park and Fort Jefferson, where he wit
nesses the effects of penurious federal funding coupled wi th the pressures of 
popular visitation. On CUlllberland Island! Georgia, he examines the legacy of 
wealth and privilege. The chapter entitled "God and Ohnstead in Washington, 
D.C." exposes Inachinations affecting the grounds of the National Cathedral. 
The two New England chapters focus on the Nantucket real-estate 111arket a.nd 
a guided canoe trip with Thoreau! s The Maine Woods in mind. 

The last sectionl IIGhosts/ continues to probe the juxtaposition of past and 
present landscapes. The chapter entitled "Old DOl11.inion!' (introduced in the 
prologue) recounts the author's experience of property ownership near the 
headwaters of Virginia's Rappahannock River. It begins with a natural nar
rative relniniscent of Aldo Leopold's A Sand County Almanac and concludes 
by describing the traditions of two socially opposite events: a fox hUJ'lt and a 
1110untain-man rendezvous. In flBuffalo COlll1llons," Conaway travels fr0111 
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Nebraska to Montana interviewing those attempting to restore buffalo to the 
northern Plains. "Glacier" describes his attendance at a National Park Service 
conference on historic preservation where marketing and money take center 
stage. Conaway describes the forty-six million acres of public land that constitute the 
National Landscape Conservation Systen1 as "the last and best of old-time Anlerica" 
(237), and his chapter entitled "Escalante" picks up where his book The Kingdom in 
the Country, critical of the Bureau of Land Managen1ent, left off two decades earlier. 
The final two chapters are devoted to an exanunation of controversial land-use 
zoning and regulation in Napa Valley and Oregon, respectively. 

The thollght~provoking essays in Vanishing America leave little doubt as to where 
the author stands on the issue of landscape preservation. For example, he compares 
the state of Wyoming' s historic relationship with developers as Ilroughly analogolls 
to that of prostitute and john" (56), and points to the number of top officials in the 
Depruiment of the Interior accused of "favoritism, exploitationl incolnpetence, and 
worse" (248). At the same tilne, he sympathizes with people at the grassroots level 
in public and private sectors alike who feel frustrated in their efforts to prevent 
irreparable harm to what they consider our national patrimony. His intention, I 
suspect, is to encourage all of us to reject the fatalism ilnplicit in the book's prologue: 
IIFor as Long as It Lasts." 

Peter B. Mires 
University of Delaware 

Catholicism in the American West: A Rosanj of Hidden V()ices. Roberto Trevino and 
Richard Francaviglia, eds. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press/ 2007) 

This edited work by Roberto Trevino and Richard Francaviglia provides historians 
of the American Southwest with an hnportant piece of the niosaic that has been all 
but lost because of the historical disregard for the voices of lninority populations 
and lesser-known individuals within this specific religious tradition. The six narra
tives found in Catholicism in. the American West explore what's westenl about western 
CatholiciSln and how it reflects the elements of western ethnicity, delnograph~ 
and politics (7). Although Catholicism in the American West never shied from the 
complex intersection of religion and politics/ the combined scholarship ill this vol
ume makes it clear that Catholicisln has no single voice/ no single definition, and 
no agreed upon vision. Consequently, the fuller context of this An1erican religious 
group has been largely marginalized or undervaJued in tradi tiona 1 histOriographical 
treatn1ents of the geographic region. Catholicism in the Al'nerican West seeks to create 
a balanced perspective. 
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The collective scholarship in this volume reflects the three major frontier 
theses: Frederick Turner/s savagery meets civilization, Patricia Limerick's ilnpe
rial conquest/ and Herbert Bolton's borderland thesis of a frontier where three 
well-established cultures (Native American/ Hispanic American, and Anglo 
American) encountered each other in the Spanish Borderlands to fonn yet a 
third way of life and a new geographic region: the American Southwest. Each 
of the contributors work within the paradigm of social history (32). 

Both the keynote chapter and subsequent contributors unveil a Catholic 
presence in the West that was always an integral player in the developing 
American society well into the twentieth century. The portrait that emerges is 
that of a religious tradition at once Catholic and Alnerican. The reader discovers 
a Catholicisln that is energetically active within the big picture of social justice/ 
immigrant conclaves/ and the necessity for Am.ericanization and assinlilation. 
Equally inlportant to Catholics was securing the marginal population.s firt11ly 
within the religious tradition itself. This is especially highlighted in the chapters 
focusing on the Mexican Americans of California and Texas (Michael Engh, S.J.), 
and the ilnlnigrant Jta Han t11inc workers in rural Utah (Matthew PehI). 

The first chapter pronlises to give voice to the hidden and overlooked laity 
who often 1110ved the Catholic presence forward in order to root it deeply into 
the soil of the Alnerican southwest. Unfortunately! the clerical voice and action 
of the hierarchy dOlninates the narratives and determines the outcomes of the 
specific events. This is telling in itself about how the Church operated in the 
West. While the paucity of the laity's voice Inay be a weakness in this volume! 
it is not disappointing because the reader still sees both the powerful and long
term effects of personal conviction that the laj ty had on lives and conlmunities 
despite clerical interference and even indifference. 

Without a doubt! the reader also gains insight into the often contentious in
house struggle between Catholic laity and clergy. While both strove toward 
the sanle goals of justice, inclusion/ and assimilation, they refused to take the 
sal11C path to get there. Examples of these failed efforts at cooperation are the 
progratllS initiated by Mary Workman and Verona Spelhnire in pre-World 
War II Los Angeles as chronicled by Michael Engh! S.J. and Gina Marje Pitti's 
recounting of the l11id-century petition generated by Mexican Anlerican pa
rishioners sent to Bishop Mitty requesting a national parish in San Francisco. 
Each of these attell'lpts ended in misunderstanding and a regrettable parting of 
the ways. However, while the clerical hierarchy might have called the shots, 
Catholicism's effects in the Alnerican West were ultimately decided by both the 
choices and faith of the Inenlbers, both individually and collectively, as Catholic 
activists increasingly were "rarely inclined to see the Church as a key ally in 
social justice struggles" (134). In his asseSSlnent of the Houston Chicano Move
ment, Roberto Trevino states that "the Catholic Church lent circunlspect- if 
unprecedented- support to the Chicano quest for social justice" (162) . Catholic 
bishops and priests were left to follow the lead of the laity and, consequently, 
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it was the Mexican Anlericans then1selves who brought significant changes to 
Catholicisln in Texas and the Southwest. 

The scholarship in Catholicism irz the American West: A Rosary (~fHidden Voices, 
collected fr0111 the 2004 Walter Prescott Webb Me1110rial Lectures, seeks to ad
dress the inlbalance between histories of this region and the significant role 
played by both American Catholic clergy and laity. The studies are fine examples 
of the scholarship currently "reshaping how historians understand the role of 
Catholicislll. both in the develop111ent of the West and in the broader history of 
the nation" (Preface). The editors claim that Catholicism in the American West is 
"a work that offers at once a funer portrait of the Catholic hardship and trilunph 
in the Alnerican West and also tantalizing glimpses that are highly suggestive 
of fruitful areas for further study" (Preface). The c1aiI:n is not an Clnpty one and 
historians of the American West will want a copy of this book on their shelf. 

Fran CaJnpbell 
College of Southern Nevada 
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Pec.'lbody Institute, 203 
_Pearl, Ralph, 40-41 
_Pc<.1se, G. W., 173 



Pedestals and Podiums: Utah Wornen, Religious 
Authority, and Equal Rights, by Martha 
Sonntag Bradley, review of, 336-337 

Pepe (movie), 35, 37, 41; set of, 36 
Pershing County, Nevada, 243, 3'19 
Pete, Captain, 223, 224,228 
Pete, Hank, 228 
Peterson, Val, 30 
Peterson, Virgil, 45 
Peterson-Kefauver theory, 46 
Peyote rcligkll1, 195, 19<J n.4'1 
Philadelphia Enquirel~ 27 
Photography collection (NHS), of Native 

Americans, 21 -54 
Pickett, Bill, 269, 272, 273 
Pickett, Dee, 287 
Pincolini Hotel (Renot '158 
Pine nt..1ts: cleaning/harvesting, 248i 

roasting, 249 
Piper's Opera House, 168, '169 
Placer County Emigrant Road, 1I7, 119, 121 
placer mine, 321 
Pocahontas, 206; myth, 202; perplex, 204 
poker games, N ati ve American, 252 
Poncho, Hastings, 243 
Pony Express, 131, 133 
Post Cereals, 43 
potato harvesting, 247 
Potosi Mine, '19, 142, 143, 147 n.4 
Pow Wow, 24], 251, 252 
Powell, John Wesley, 241 
Powers, Ron, '\27, misunderstandings of, 'I en -2; 

on Virginia City, <J<J, '100 
Pray, Augustus, 121 
PRCA. See Professional Rodeo Cowboys 

Association 
Presley, Elvis, impersonators of, 287 
Pretty, Willy, '192 
Preuss, Charles, '\ 0, '1'1, 12 
Primaj Louis, 48; photogn1ph of, 48 
"Prime Time" (NBC), 279 
The IJrince of Timbu,ctoo (Samuel Post Davis), 

171, '172 
Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association 

(PRCA), 277, 28<Jn6; Las Vegas and, 280, 
282,283; LVE and, 284; National Cowboy 
Museum and, 279; NPR and, 21'1, 276; 
rodeos by, 288; Professional Rodeo Cowboys 
Association (PRCA) Convention, 285 

"Project East River" (civil-defense analYSiS), 295 
promiscuity, 204, 205 
ProT~odeo Sports Ne'ws, on PRCA, 284 
Prosel, Monte, 27 
Prospect Mountain, Manx at, 58, 59 
prostiultionj 101,169,205 
Psychological Strategy Board, 295 
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The Psychoscope: A Sensational Drama in Five 
Ads Goseph T Goodman and Rollin Mallory 
Daggeut 168, '169j 172 

Public Lake Survey PInts, 121 
Public Works Administrntion (PWA), 193 
Pynes, Patrick, The Multicultural Southwest: 

A I{eader Celehrales Southwestern Diversi~lj, 
review of, 65-67 

Pyramid Lakej 11, 12,60, 190,25'1 
Pyramid Lake P(.1iutes, 226, 227,228; panlde 

float, 230; tribal police, 235 
Pyramid Lake Reservution, 1.88, 190, 203, 220, 245 
Pyrnmid Lake War, 59, 209, 2'10, 241 

"Queen for a Day" (TV show), 35, 42 
Quest for Tribal Acknowledx,nen.l: CalijiJrnia's 

Honey Lake Maidus, by Sara-Iarus Tolley, 
review of, 258-60 

Quilici Construction, '\58 
Quintana, Jolumy, 276 

Rabbit Hole Springs, 14, IS, '\ <J 
Ralston, Willi.am c., 175 
Rambler trailer (Nevada Stale Journal), 320, 322 
Randall, Tony, 35 
range hands, 272 
rape: cannibalism and, 2'\3-'14; fear of, 203, 

206-7, 208, 211, 213; protection against, 209; 
stories of, 215 

Rat Pack, 3<J-40, 41 
Ray, Jo}mny, 28 
RCA. See Rodeo Cowboys Association 
"Recent Additions to the Nevada State Archives 

Webpages," Jeffrey M. Kintop, 160-62 
"RI;:,covery of Sagebrush School Writers: A 

Biographical Skelch of Lawrence I.. Berkove 
and an Omnibus Book Review of His Recent 
Editions," by Cheryll Glotfelty, 163-79 

Rectangular Land Survey, 3 
Red Cross, 304, 305 
Reed, Amos, 136 
Reidj John T., 242,243 
Reno Evening Gazette, 46-47 
Reno High Schoolj 315 
Reporl of the Exploring Expeditions to the Rocky 

Mountains in Ihe Year 1842, and to Oregon and 
North Ca'~fc>mia in 1843-44 Gohn C. Fl'cmont), 
lnap from, 11 

reservations, Indian map of, 185 
"(Re)Writing the Capti,vity Narrative: Sara 

Wim1emucca's L~fe Among the Piutes Records 
White Male Sexual Violence," by GregolY 
Wright, 200-18 

RH Dude Ranch,319 
Rinehart, W, V, 185-86, 187 
Rinehart, Wi lIiam, 203 
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Rising brothertl/ -145 
Riverside Hotel/ -176 
Rivertlide Studio (Renot 235 
Riviera (Las Vegas), 35 
R.J. Reynolds, 277 
Rodeo: as business, 268, 270/ 273, 274, 288; 

championship, 270, 271, 276, 289 n.3; 
popularity of, 268, 277, 279; tourism and, 268 

rodeo cowboys, 280, 2fH, 286, 288 
Rodeo Cowboys Association (RCA), 270/ 

27"1; corporate sponsorship and, 276; 
headquarters of, 275; NFR and, 273,275 

Rodeo Hall of Fame (Oklahom~l City), 275, 276 
Rogers, Roy, 280 
Rolo Club (Reno), 157, 158 
"Roffinntic Entertainment" (WilUlemucca 

family), 202 
Romero, Caesar, 37 
Roosevelt, Fnmklin D., 193 
Roosevelt, Theodore, "] 72, 175, 176 
roping, 27:1, 273, 274 
Rose, Kenneth D., 294 
Ross, Gilbert c., 151 
Rothmi.ul, Hai, 282 
rough-stock even ttl, 288 
noughing It (Mark Twain)/ 105, -106, 107, 108/ 

1:1 6/ rounduptl, 280 
Rowlandtlon, Mary, 205, 206, 216 n.14 
Royal Nevada (Las Vegas), 306 
Royalton, Amos, 168, 169 
Ruby Valley, 133 
Rudin, Max, 40 
Ruhling, E./ J46 
Russell, Charles, 162/ 32R 
Ruxton, George Frederick/ 2-12, 2]3 
Rye-grass houtle, 244 

tladdle-bronc riding, 274, 277,288 
Saga of Lake Tahoe (E.B. Scott), 117 
The Sagebrush Anthology: Literaturefrom f:he 

Silver Age of I:he Old West (Lawrence I. 
Berkove)/ -172, 173, 174 

Sagebrush School, Lawrence I. Bt:_rkove and, 
163-79 

Sahara (Las Vegas), 30, 35, 48, ]57 
St. James, Susan/ 47 
St. Rose de Lima Hospital, 50 
Saint Patrick's Day parade (Sacramento), 228 
Salt Lake City Daily Tribune, 172 
Salvador (Miwok guide)/ 212 
"Sam Clemens and the Wildland Fjre (.It Lake 

lahoe," by Robert E. Stewart, H)3-15 
Sampson, larry, 243 
Sanl/s Town (Las Vegas), 285 
San Buenaventura River, 11 
San Franciscan (periodicaJ), ] 72 
San Francisco Chronicle, 29 

San Francisco Examiner, 166, 172 
Sand Harbor State Park/ map of, 109 
Sanday, Peggy Reeves, 214 
Sandoval, David A.: review by, 65-67 
Sands Hotel (I ,as Vegas), 26,28,51, 284; movies 

filmed at, 35, 371 41; publicity fOl~ -17, 25, 26, 
27; televisjon shows filmed at, 32-35, 43/ 47 

Sant(., Fe, New Mexico/ 5; slave markets in, 213 
Satu1day Evening Post, 45 
Sawyer, Grant, 162 
SazerClc Lying Club, 176 
Scar, Chiet 206 
The Scarlet Letter (Nathanjcl Hawthorne), 206 
Scharnhorst, Cary, 171, 172; Selected Letters (~l 

Bret Harte, review of, 67-68 
Scheckel, Susan, 205 
Scheuer, Philip/ 38 
schoolchildren, civil defense and, 296, 305 
Schramm, Tex, 275 
Schurz/ Nev~lda, 151, 152, 153, 318, 320; 

cemetery, 237; Pa.iute reservations at, 241 
Schwart:L, David G., 40, 50; Cutti'ng the Wire: 

Gaming' Prohibition and the Internet, review 
of,72-75 

Scott, E.B., -1-17 
Scott, Hiram, 202 
Scott, Vernon, 29 
Seagrave, Jim, 28 
The Searchers (movie), 206 
Searcy, Susan, 161 
Sears, Roebuck, and Company, 300 
Second New Hampshire Volunteer fnfantry, 131 
Seed Eaters (Wadateka a), -184 
Selected Letters (~l Bret Harte, by Cary 

Scharnhorst, review of, 67-68 
Selenite Peak, 17, 18 
Selenite Range/ 12, "17 
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on 

Investigations, 45 
service economy, tourism and, 282 
Seventh Regjment, Ohio Cavalry, 113 
Seward, William, 114 n.5, "134, 136 
sexual violence, 200-18 
shade hut at Duck Valley, 192 
Sha kespeare, William, -177 
Shanley, Melissa, 151 
Sharon, William, -176 
Shaw/ Buleah, 245 
Shaw, Clifford, 245 
Shaw, Daisy, 244, 245, 246, 247 
Shepperson, Wilbur S., 59, 63 nn.8, 11 
Shore, Dinah, 41 
Short Stories (Samuel Post Davis), 170 
Shoshone camp/ 245, 247, 320 
Shoshone Mike, 228, 237/ 238; posse members 

of, 237 
Shoshone women, as property, 213 



Shoshones, "J 86, 193, 195, 196, 197,225,226,241, 243 
Show Management, Inc., 275 
Shulman, Irving, 46 
Sides, Jolu1son, 228, 234,235 
Sides, Richard "Dick/' 130 
Sidney, George, 4] 
Siegel, Benjamin "Bu.gsy," 44 
Sierra Nevada, 5, H, 9, -16, 17, 20, 21, 154,202, 

323; crossing, 212 
Silver City, Nevada, Manx in, 59 
Silver Nugget, -157 
Silver Slipper (Las Vegas), 32 
Sinatra, Frank, 27, 34, 37, 39, 39, 40,42; Copa Girls 

and, 43; Senator John F. KelU1edy and, 41 
Single Ledge Case, 142 
Sirago, Al, 46 
Sisco, Scott 326 
Skelton, R(;'_d, 49 
Ski1U1Y Dave, 228 
Smith, A.L. (AI), 224, 226, 235 
Smith, Andrea, 207 
Smith, A~ariah, 111 
Smith, c.c., 3]3, 315 
Smith, E.W., 225, 226 
Smith; Elma, 233 
Smith, Hattie, 226 
Smith, Henry Nash, 165 
Smith, Jedediah, 208 
Smith, William, 243 
Smoke Creek Desert, 12 
Snake Country Expedition, 6, 9 
Snake River, 6, 7, 13, 189 
Snake War (1866-68), 184 
Snyder, Joe "Black Line Joe/' 158 
Snyde1i Joe, Jr., 157, 15H 
Solu1, Anton P., 326 
Soil Conservation Districts, 160 
"Solar Armor" (Dan De Quille), 173 
Sou.th Pass (Wyoming), -13, 16 
South Road Company, 14, -15 
Southern; AlU1, 35 
Spangleli Charles, 28 
Special Committee to Investigate Organjzed 

Crime in 'Interstate Conunerce (U.S. Senate), 45 
"The Spirit of the Rodeo/' sculpture (by R.M. 

Skip Glomb), 285 
Sports Illustrated (magazine), 2H5 
Squanlo, 206 
squaws, 204, 205 
Stack, Robert, 47 
Stafford, David, 318 
Stanley, Dick, 191 
Stanton, Charles, 212 
State Building (Reno), 316,3] 7 
State Historical Society of Iowa, -167 
Stateline Point, 12t 122, 123, 124, 125 

Stead Air Force Base, 226, 227 
Steens Mountain, 188, 190 
steer roping, 273 
steer wrestBng, 273 
Steininger, Roger c., 318, 326 
Sterling Builders, Inc. (Reno), 151 
Stewart, George R., 212 
Stewart, Robert E-, 102 
Stewart, William M., ]29, 142, 176 
Stewart Indian Agency, 248 
Stewart Indian School, 226, 249, 250,251; 

foolball team from, 250 
Stewart Ranch, 243 
Stoddard, Sylvia Crowell, 170-71, 170, 172 
Stoddard Archive, 170 
Stoddard Collection, -172, -174 
Stoldat Bob, 326 
Storey County, Nevada, 144,243; Manx in, 58 
Storey County, Nevada Territory, office of 

deputy assessor's badge, 60 
Stormin.g Caesars Palace: H()(.o Black Mothers 

Fought Their Ourn Wilr em Poverty, by 
Annelise Odeck, review of, 70-72 

Stout, Dave, 276 
Strait, George, 285 
Strasbaugh, Pau I, 279 
Strong; Pauline 'lttrner, 206, 216 n.14 
Stubbs, Joseph E., 3-12 
Suburban Xan.adu. (David Schwartz), 50 
Sugar-foot Jack, 176 
"Survival; If You Think a Falling A-bomb 

Me,1ns the End of Everything, This 
Remarkable Report May Change Your 
Mind" (NBC),296 

Sutcliff, Nevada, 245; fish camp nt, 244 
Sutro, William, 176 
Sutro Tunnel, -176 
Sutter, Jolu1, 212 
Swagerty, W. R., The Nez I)erce Nation Divided: 

Firsthand Accou-n.ts of Events Leading to the 
"1863 Treaty, review of, 262-63 

Swayl e, John Cameron, 30 
switchboard, 159 

T&T Ranch, 319 
Tahoe (Washoe Indian name), -103, 107 
Tahoe Basin, ] 11, 121 
Tahoe Lumber and Flul11ing Compan)" 111 
Tahoe Village Casino, :I 58 
Tahoe Vista, 122, 123, -124, -125 
Talbot, Chris, review by, 336-37 
Taos, New Mexico, slave markets in, 213 
Tareyton, Herbert, 48 
Tareyton Cigarettes, parody of, 48 
Taylor, Job, -136 
Taylor's building, 146 
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tenm ropin~ 27] 
Teamsters UIllon, organized crime and, 45 
television, 276, 27<,); civil defense and, 296; 

publicity potential of, 27 
Tenth Georgia Infantry, 132 
Terminal-Hudson Electronics Corporation, 50 
Territorial Enterprise, 133, ] 35, 144, 168, 169, 

172, "174, 176; Dan De Quille and, J 37; Mark 
Twain and, -100, -101, 102, 127, 130, 134, 136, 
140, 145, -146 

Territorial Enterprise building, 145, 146, 145 
Terry, Carole Cosgrove: review by, 338-39 
Thomas, Datu1~ 30, 41, 42, 42, 43, 47 
Thomas, Shirley, 38 
Thomas and Mack Center (Las Vegas), NFR at, 

267,280,282,283,284,286 
Thompson, Harry, 326 
Thompson, N,lomi, 326 
Thoreau, Henry David, 178 
Through the Glass Ceiling: A Life in Nevada 

Politics, by Sue Wagner, review of, 32<.)-30 
"Through the Lens of History: The Native 

Americcln Photograph CoJJection of 
the Nevada Historical Society," by Lee 
Blumbt.1lIgh,219-254 

tie-down roping, 271, 273, 274 
Time (m~1gazine), 25, 27,44 
Tioga P<.1SS, 154 
Tobey, Carl, 243 
Todman, Bill, 44 
'Ioi-Toi, Ch.ief, 241 
Tolley, SMa-larus, Quest for Trihal 

AcknO'[.uledgment: California's Honey Lake 
Maidus, review of, 258-60 

Tolsto~ Leo, -175 
Tom, LCYI,1isa, 240 
Tonopah, Nevada, 154, -176,224, 226, 243 
T08,) Wi hi Shoshones, -I H3 
tourism, 282; Nevada Test Site and, 294; rodeo 

and, 268 
Trans World Airlines Quickie Vacation, 28, 44 
transcendentalists, 168 
transcontinental railroad; -17, 228 
trnnscontinental teJegraph, 131 
trappers, Native American women and, 204, 213 
Travis, Randy, 285 
Treasure Hill, Manx in, 58 
Treaty of 1818 (Britain-U.s.), 6 
Tree of Life, 165 
Trinity Episcopal Chl,.lrch (Reno), 328; 

commemorative medallion, 328 
Tropicana (Las Vegas), 284 
Truckee (Native-American leader), 202 
Truckee Basin, 212 
Truckee Meadows, 20 
Truckee River, 8, 16, 221 24<,), 3] 9, 320 

Truckee River Routel -106 
A 7hle History of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs-

Mary Rcnolandso1'l1 (Mary Rowlandson), 205 
Truman, President Harry 5., 2941 295 
Tu Ie house, 246 
TUlUlel Creekl n <.), 121; Mark Twain route tOI 

1181 120 
Turner, George, 103 
Twain, Mark, 99-1021 "103-15, 116-261 -127-39, 

140-47; 1711 -172, -173, 177; influence on, 167, 
168, 176. See also Clemens, Samuel 

"Two Hearts Beat in One Ragol.1t'1 (Sam Davis 
song)/ 172 

Ulrich, Laurel Thatcher, 206 
Ungar, Albert Hoffman, 144 
UIlionville mining campI -135 
United Press Intewational, 29 
United Press Syndicate, 32 
US. Army Engineering Department, 20 
U.S- Board of Geographic Names, 160 
U.S. Court of Claimsl -192 
U.S. Deparhl1ent of the Interior, 190 
U.s. Forest Servicl:"!, map from, 110 
US. Highway 50, 106, 133 
University of Nevada, Las Vegasl NFR and, 

267/ 286 
University of Nevada, Reno: Nevada Historical 

Society and, 316; Jeamle Elizabeth Wier andl 
311~ "I7 

Universily of Nevada Board of Regents, Jeanne 
Elizabeth Wier and, 313, 315 

University of Nevada School of Medicine, 326 
University of Nevada Southern Regional 

Division, 315 
IIUnveiling the Black Rock: A History of 

Exploration in Nevada's Remote Northwest 
Corner/, by Jerome L. Lolu'YI 3-24 

Van Kirkl Sylvia, 204-205 
Vance, R. H ., 144 
Variety (periodical)1 37 
Vegas Vic (postcard), 305 
vigilante justice, 177 
Virginia and Truckee Railroad, 328 
Virginia City, Nevada, 9<.)-] 00, 117, 1331 -137, 

141, 144/ 202/ 220/ 222,222,243,247; bird's
eye views of, -140-47; Manx inl 58, 61, 62; 
prostitution in, 101, 169; Sagebrush School 
andl -163, -165; Mark Twain and, 101, 1021 127, 
129, -140-47 

Virginia Range, 101, 142 
Vucanovich, Barbara E, Barhara F. Vucanoviclz: 

From Nevada to Congress l and Back Again, 
review of, 68-70 



Wadateka' a, 184, '189, J 90, 192; reservation for, 
185, 186; surrender of, '187 

Wadsworth, Nevada, 219, 220, 240, 247; Pait.lte 
camp at, 239 

Wagner, Sue, Through the Glass Ceiling: A Life in 
Nevada Politics, review of, 329-30 

Wainwright, Loudon, 32 
Wald, Harry, 2H3 
Walker, Joseph Rcdiford, 9, 216 n .4 
Walker Lake Indian Rcservntion, 151 
Walker River Indian Agency, 152 
Walker River Reservation, J 73, '188, '190 
Walton's Road, 117 
Ward, Artemus, 102 
W~lrm Springs, Oregon, 187, 188 
Warm t>prings Reservationt 187, 191 
Warner Brothers, 44 
Wasatch Mountains, 6, 17 
Washoe County, Nevada, '109, '112, 237 
Washoe County Courtholise, 243 
Washoe County Library, 328 
Washoe Indians, 111,224,225, 22H, 24'1, 243 
Washoe slab house, 240 
Washoe Valley, IDS, 117, 119 
Waterson, Kate Gracey, 62 
Waterson, Mr. and Mrs., 62 
Watkins, Catleton, 220 
Wayne, John, 206 
Weatherford, Mike, 35, 40 
Weaver, Pat, 30 
Wegman, Charles R., 325, 326 
WeUs State Bank, 151 
Western Literature Association (WLA), 166 
Western P~)cific Railroad, 22 
Western Shoshones, 'IH3, '188, 189, 190,2'12,213,245 
Wewawewa, '184 
Wharton, Edith, '17"1 
What Cheer House (Virginia City), '144 
Wheeler Peak, 161 
White Knife Shoshones, 183 
White Pine County, Nevada, 243; Manx in, 

5H,62 
Whitehouse Mine, 319 
Whittiel~ Jolul Greenleaf, 203 
"Wide, Wide World" (television show), 34 
"Wide World of Sports," 277, 279 
Wier, Jeanne Elizabeth, 311-17, 247,314 
Wild West, 268, 280 
Wild West exhibition, ad vertiSE!ment fOl~ 269 
Wildhorse Dam, 193,318 
wildland fires, 103-15 
Will and Finck, COTIler trimmer by, 157 
Wi II Mastin Trio, 35 
Willamette Valley, 13, 14, 15 
Wi1I~lrd, Bill, 47, 5-1 
Wilson, EarI, 2H 
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Wilson, Jack (Wovoka), 228, 235, 236, 236,237, 
254 n.14 

Wilson, R. Michael, Crime and Punishment in 
Early Arizona, review of, 340-41 

Winchell, Waltel~ 28 
Winkler, Allan, 294 
Winnemucca, Chief, 184, 186, 187,228, 230 
Winnemucca, Harry, 226, 228 
Winnemucca, Joe, 209 
Wi1Ulemucca, Sarah, 200-18, 173, 201, 228, 23-1-

32, 231,232,233, 235; biographies of, 216 n.21; 
lecture-circuit dresses of, 231, 251; rape and, 
206-7, 208, 209, 211, 213, 214; statue of, 200; 
travels of, 187-88 

Winnemucca, Nevada, 8; swimming pool at, 318 
Winnemucca Paiutes, 248 
Winston Rodeo Awards program, 276, 277 
Winton, N.W., 144 
Wolf, Louis J., 30 
"Woman in History" (JealUle Elizabeth Wier), 313 
The Women't> Civil Defense Cou.ncil: A Guide for Its 

Organization and Utilization (FCDA), 299 
women's dubs, civil defense and, 297 
Wootton, Francis (Frank), 132, 138 n.13 
World Trade Center (New York), 50 
World War I, 238 
World War II, 292, 307 
Wounded Knee (South Dakota), 235 
Wovoka, 235, 236-37. See abo Jack Wilson 
Wright, Fmnk, 50 
Wright, Gregory, "(Re)Writil.1g the Captivity 

Narrative," 200--1 H 
Wynette, Tammy, 2H4 

Yakima, Arthur, 191 
Yakima Reservalion, 187, 188, 189, 190, 209, 210 
Yoakam; Dwight, 285 
YOlmg, M- Jane; The Mu.lticultural SouthuJet>t: 

A Reader Celehrates Southwestern Diversih/, 
review of, 65-67 

Young American Company, 144 
YOWlgS; Samuel, 135, 136, 139 n.25 

Zanjani, Sally, 2'16 n.2, 23-1·32, 326 
Zephyr Point (Lake Tahoe), 161 
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Give the Gift of the Past! 

A tnembership in the Nevada Historical Society makes the perfect gift for 
the friend or family rnember who shares your fascination with Nevada/s heri
tage. A year's gift menlbership brings all the benefits you enjoy: four issues of 
the Nevada Historical Society Quarterly, free admission to all seven ll1useums 
in the Nevada Division of Museums and History, a 15% discount in all the 
mUSetllnS' stores, invitations to exhibition openings, programs and events, 
the Nevada Department of Cultural Affairs Ne'lDsletter. Plus, any amount over $18 
that is paid jn lnembership fees is tax deductible and supports the educational 
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